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Lot 
Number Title Description Starting 

Bid

1001
Colt Anaconda 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 8" bbl, SN MM13057. Matte stainless finish shows average handling and cylinder drag line, 
good bore, vent rib, adjustable rear sight, wide ribbed hammer and trigger, Pachmayr checkered rubber 
finger groove combat style grips with gold Colt medallions show average handling, factory plastic case, 
blued scope rings (made to clamp into barrel rib vents) papers and Uncle Mike's Sidekick shoulder 
holster. Good condition. 23-0398

500

1002 Bausch & Lomb 
Pistol Scope

Elite 3000 2x28 long eye relief, Duo-Plex reticle with clear optics, silver body shows average handling 
with small abrasion on top of both bells. Good condition. Removed from prior lot. 50

1003

Colt? 1877 
Lightning 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Long Colt, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 141376. 80% blue finish on barrel and frame show heavy freckling, fair bore, 
Nickel finish cylinder, trigger guard, grip strap and hammer show areas of pitting and freckles, barrel has 
no markings and frame only marked on left lower front corner with patent dates and unmarked cylinder, 
matching numbers on trigger guard and frame, no other visible numbers, revolver needs repairs, cylinder 
spins free without indexing and trigger will not cock hammer, left side checkered plastic grips shows 
average handling right side grips is smooth wood. Poor condition. 23-0574 C&R

150

1004

Colt SAA 125th 
Anniversary 
Model Single 
Action Revolver

45LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 2190AM. 98% blue finish shows only a few small scratches on cylinder and a couple 
fine freckles on bottom of muzzle, good bore, left side of barrel marked 125th ANNIVERSARY-S.A.A 
MODEL .45 CAL, silver trigger guard and back strap show light handling, wood grips with Colt medallions 
on both sides, with original cardboard box. Good condition. 23-0560 C&R

400

1005

Smith & Wesson 
28-2 Highway 
Patrolman 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 5 3/4" bbl, SN S314918. 98% blue finish shows average handling with small abrasion on left side 
of muzzle and area of small scratches on bottom of muzzle with light cylinder drag line, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, 85% case color on wide serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips 
show average handling with Hunter leather holster. Good condition. 23-0458 C&R

300

1005A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

1006

Smith & Wesson 
28 Highway 
Patrolman 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN S214182. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning around muzzle and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 85% case color on wide serrated hammer 
and ribbed trigger with extra wide ribbed removible trigger shoe, checkered wood diamond pattern grips 
show average handling with leather holster. Good condition. 23-0448 C&R

300

1007

Smith & Wesson 
638-3 Airweight 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN DBR9704. Stainless barrel and cylinder show light handling and faint cylinder 
drag line, silver/gray alloy frame shows light handling, good bore, smooth hammer, checkered Crimson 
Trace rubber combat style grips show average handling (untested). Good condition. 23-0457

150

1008
Smith & Wesson 
617-3 Double 
Action Revolver

22LR, 5 7/8" bbl, SN CEK8721. Stainless finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, 85% case color on wide serrated hammer and smooth wide trigger, Hogue 
textured rubber finger groove combat style grip shows average handling with papers and factory plastic 
case. Good condition. 23-0400

300

1009

Smith & Wesson 
Model 36 Chiefs 
Special Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 3" bbl, SN J234849. 99% nickel finish shows only light handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, narrow serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips with Smith & Wesson 
medallions on both sides show very light handling with papers and factory gray cardboard box. Very good 
condition. 23-0561

200

1010

Smith & Wesson 
Model 19-5 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN AZE1768. 99% blue finish shows only a faint cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, wide serrated hammer and smooth trigger show 85% case color, checkered wood grips with 
Smith & Wesson medallions on both sides show no handling with factory cardboard box and tools. Very 
good condition. 23-0594

250

1011
Smith & Wesson 
29-3 Double 
Action Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 5 7/8" bbl, SN AHJ8740. 08% blue finish shows only a light cylinder drag line and thin area 
on right side of muzzle, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 
85% case color, checkered wood grips show light/average handling with a small scratch on left scale with 
extra set of Pachmayr Gripper checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips. Very good condition. 
23-0588

300

1012

Smith & Wesson 
Model 17-3 K22 
Masterpiece 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 5 7/8" bbl, SN 6K19505. 99% blue finish shows only a faint cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable 
rear sights, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 85% case color, checkered wood grips show no 
handling with papers in original cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0564

300

1013
Smith & Wesson 
K22 Double 
Action Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN K43518. 95% blue finish shows light/average handling with average cylinder drag line 
thinning on crisp edges and a few scattered light scratches, good bore, adjustable rear sights, serrated 
hammer and ribbed trigger show 80% case color, diamond pattern checkered wood grips show average 
handling. Good condition. 23-0589 C&R

250

1014

Smith & Wesson 
Model 48 K22 
Masterpiece 
MRF

22WMR, 4" bbl, SN 5K91744. 99% blue finish shows only a faint cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 85% case color, checkered wood grips show no 
handling with papers and original cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0563

300
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1015

Ruger New 
Model Single Six 
Convertible 
Single Action 
Revolver

22WMR with additional 22LR cylinder, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 67-34334. 98% blue finish shows small area of 
abrasions on back strap, good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed hammer and smooth trigger, wood grips 
with Ruger medallions show light handling with a shallow dent in left scale just under medallion with 
papers and leather holster. Good condition. 23-0460

150

1016

Ruger Single Six 
Convertible 
Single Action 
Revolver

22LR with additional 22WMR cylinder, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 442718. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with thinning on muzzle and crisp edges and scattered light freckling, good bore, transfer bar hammer, 
ribbed hammer and smooth trigger, wood grips with Ruger medallions show average handling with light 
scratching. Good condition. 23-0504 C&R

150

1017

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

.30 Carbine, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 51-30443. 98% blue finish shows only a few small scratches and chips in back 
and butt of grip strap with very light cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wood grips with 
Ruger medallions on both sides shows light handling. Good condition. 23-0530

200

1018

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 35-78954. Matte stainless finish shows small area of abrasion on left side of 
muzzle and faint cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, plastic stag grips show no handling 
with original set of wood grips with Ruger medallions on both scales show light handling, papers and 
factory cardboard box. Good condition. 23-0526

200

1019
Ruger Security 
Six Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 161-61026. Matte stainless shows average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, Pachmayr rubber Gripper checkered finger groove grips 
show average handling, nylon holster. Good condition. 23-0610

250

1020
Rossi/Interarms 
971 Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 3 1/4" compensated barrel, SN F081871. Stainless finish shows average handling with faint 
cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, checkered 
rubber finger groove combat style grips show average handling. Action is very stiff. Good condition. 23-
0466

100

1020A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

1021
Dan Wesson 15-
2VH Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 331756. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on cylinder edges, good 
bore, vent rib, adjustable rear sight, checkered wood grips show moderate handling with areas of finish 
loss with leather holster. Good condition. 23-0638

250

1022
Dan Wesson 715 
VHB Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 357 S007623. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, adjustable rear target sight, vent rib, heavy full length under rib, wide serrated hammer and 
wide smooth trigger, Pachmayr checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show very light 
handling with papers and takedown tool. Very good condition. 23-0467

350

1023

JP Sauer & Sohn
/Hawes Chief 
Marshal Single 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 079416. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and muzzle with average 
cylinder drag line, good bore, wide serrated hammer and smooth narrow trigger, laminated wood grips 
show average handling. Good condition. 23-0435

150

1024

Cimarron 
Firearms Co
/Uberti 1851 
Colt Conversion 
Single Action 
Revolver

38 Colt/38 Special, 7 1/2" bbl, SN X63214. 100% blue finish on barrel and cylinder with naval engagement 
scene, excellent bore, 100% case color on frame and loading lever/ejector rod, right side of recoil shield 
is cut with loading gate to load and unload without having to remove the cylinder like most conversion 
revolvers, loading lever is 2 piece with front section removable to become a manual push rod to heal 
eject empty cases from cylinder, brass frame and back strap show no handling, wood grips show no 
handling. New in box with papers. Excellent condition. 23-0515

150

1025

Taylor's & Co
/Uberti 
Cattleman 
Single Action 
Revolver

45 LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN UY2638. 100% blue finish on barrel, grip strap and cylinder, excellent bore, 100% 
case color on frame, wood grips show no handling. New in box with papers and rug. Excellent condition. 
23-0514

150

1026

Charter Arms 
Undercover 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN 556840. 80% blue finish shows heavy freckling on most metal surfaces and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, cylinder release button needs adjustment and is very hard to open 
cylinder without pulling the pin forward, wood grips show average handling with extra set of checkered 
rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips and leather holster with papers and original cardboard box. Good 
condition. 23-0562

70

1027
North American 
Arms NAA-22M 
Mini Revolver

22 WMR, 1 5/8" bbl, SN W95763. Matte stainless finish shows only very light handling, good bore, 
laminated wood grips show average handling with left scale showing area of shallow scratches with rug, 
papers and original box. Good condition. 23-0500

70

1028

Springfield 
Armory XD-45 
Tactical Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 ACP, 5" bbl, SN US753922. 100% matte black finish on slide, 3 dot sights, very good bore, polymer 
frame/grips show no handling, 2-13 rnd magazines, holster, mag loader, twin mag holster, papers and 
factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0569 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1029

Springfield 
Armory XD-9 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN XD949563. 100% matte black finish on slide, very good bore,3 dot sights, polymer frame
/grips show no handling, 1-15 and 1-16 rnd magazines, papers, holster, mag loader, twin mag holster and 
factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0555 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200
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1030

Springfield 
Armory 1911-A1 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN NM198525. Matte stainless finish with polished sides shows only a small scratch on left 
side of frame at slide stop, very good bore, skeletonized hammer and trigger, laminated checkered wood 
diamond pattern grips show light/average handling, 3-8 rnd magazines, papers, factory plastic case. Very 
good condition. 23-0595 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1031

Springfield 
Armory Garrison 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN NM 747552. 100% blue finish, very good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and 
trigger, checkered diamond pattern wood grips with Springfield Crossed cannon logo on both sides, 3-7 
rnd magazines, papers, factory rug and original box. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0591 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1032 Glock 26 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN SBV243.100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, polymer frame/grips show no 
handling with working Crimson Trace laser, 2-10 rnd magazines, 1 new in package grip extension and 1 
magazine adapter new in package to use full size mags in compact pistol. Excellent condition. 23-0661 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

1033 Glock 38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.45 GAP, 4" bbl, SN LEK698. 99% black finish on slide shows only very light cycle marking on top of barrel, 
very good bore, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, working Crimson Trace laser sight with original 
box, 4-8 rnd magazines, mag loader, holster, cleaning tools, papers and factory plastic case. Very good 
condition. 23-0459 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

1034 Glock 19 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN FM766. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only a few very light rub marks on top 
front, very good bore, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 2-15 rnd magazines and papers. Very 
good condition. 23-0463 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1035 Glock 23 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN DEZ515US. 98% matte black finish on slide shows light/average handling, 3 dot sights, 
polymer frame/grips show no handling, No magazine with papers and original plastic box. Good 
condition. 23-0568

150

1036

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield EZ 
2.0 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN REY6352. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame
/grips show no handling, 2-8 rnd magazine, papers and factory box. Appears new in box. Excellent 
condition. 23-0485 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

1037

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 40 Shield 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40S&W, 3" bbl, SN HSY1650. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, textured polymer frame/grips 
shows no handling, 3 dot sights, 1-7 rnd and 1-6 rnd magazines, papers and original cardboard box. 
Excellent condition. 23-0525 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1038
CZ 2075 RAMI 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN D392414. 99% matte black finish shows only very light rub marks, very good bore, 3 dot 
night sights, checkered rubber grips show light handling with 1-14 rnd and 1-10 rnd magazine, papers 
and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 23-0593 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1039 CZ VZ27 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 3 7/8" bbl, SN 476879. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling with a few small nicks on 
edges of slide and frame showing a slightly lighter shade of blueing, good bore, No military proof or 
inspectors marks, checkered CZ marked plastic grips show light/average handling, 2-8 rnd magazines and 
leather holster. Good condition. 23-0567 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1040
Colt Gold Cup 
Trophy Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.45ACP, 5" bbl, SN. GCT43651. Stainless finish with polished sides and matte top of slide and frame edges 
shows only very light handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, skeletonized hammer and trigger, 
checkered black rubber wraparound grips with Colt medallions on both sides show no handling with 4-8 
rnd magazines, spare spring, takedown tool, spare set of checkered wood grips with Colt medallions, 
papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 23-0596 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

1041

Colt Gold Cup 
National Match 
Series 80 MKIV 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN FN14908. 95% blue finish with polished sides, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
skeletonized trigger, checkered laminated wood grips with working Crimson Trace laser, 2-8 rnd 
magazines and extra Hogue grips. Good condition. 23-0631 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

1042

Colt Woodsman 
Match Target 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 010084S. 99% blue finish shows only light handling with a few very tiny fine freckles, 
very good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered wood thumb rest grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd 
magazines, papers and factory wood grain cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0449 C&R NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1043

Colt The 
Woodsman 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6 5/8" bbl, SN 150775. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with small abrasion on right side of 
muzzle and loss on muzzle edges, good bore, checkered wood grips show very light handling, 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0556 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1044

Colt M1908 
Hammerless 
Vest Pocket 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.25 Auto, 2" bbl, SN 19864. Gray patina, fair bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-6 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0505 C&R 150
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1045

Colt M1908 
Pocket 
Hammerless 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.380Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 74245. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with loss on muzzle and 
front of grip strap, good bore, very nice crisp markings and Rampant Colt, checkered plastic grips show 
light average handling.1-7 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 23-0654 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1046
Kimber Solo 
Carry Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 2 5/8" bbl, SN S1104127. Matte stainless slide shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
black paint frame shows moderate handling with numerous chips on left side rear grip strap and scratch 
around bottom of trigger guard near mag release, 2-6 rnd and 2-8 rnd magazines, papers, leather holster 
and cardboard box. Good condition. 23-0487 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

1047
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 213-10841. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckles, good bore, adjustable rear 
sight, wide ribbed trigger, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine and leather 
holster. Good condition. 23-0639 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1048
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 210-62706. 99% blue finish shows only light handling with a few small nicks on 
bottom edge of ejection port, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide ribbed trigger, wood finger groove 
thumb rest grips show light/average handling with 2-10 rnd magazines, original checkered plastic grips 
and papers. Very good condition. 23-0461 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1049
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 211-01626. Stainless finish shows only very light handling, good bore, adjustable rear 
sights, checkered rubber grips show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. Very good condition. 23-0528 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

1050
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" bbl, SN 216-15080. Stainless finish shows light handling, good bore, adjustable rear sights, 
checkered plastic grips show no handling, 1-10 rnd magazine, papers and original cardboard box. Very 
good condition. 23-0527 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1050A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

1051
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 222-20306. 90% blue finish shows small areas of loss around muzzle with scattered 
freckling on grip straps and frame, good bore, adjustable rear sights, checkered plastic grips show light
/average handling with 2-10 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Good condition. 23-0592 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1052
Ruger 22/45 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4" bbl, SN 220-68085. 99% blue finish on barrel shows light handling only light/average scratches 
on bolt, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide ribbed trigger, polymer frame/grips show light handling 
with a small nick on front edge of grip, 4-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 23-0628 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

1053
Ruger American 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 860-97061. Matte black finish on slide shows no handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
polymer frame/grips shows no handling with 1-15 rnd and 1-12 rnd magazines, extra palm swells, papers 
and factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0529 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1054

FN 1905 
Browning's 
Patent Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl. SN 134145. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and minor scratches, 
good bore, checkered plastic grips show light/average handling, 2-6 rnd magazines and leather holster. 
23-0233 C&R

150

1055
AMT Automag II 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22WMR, 6" bbl, SN. H28723. Matte stainless finished with brushed sides on slide shows average 
handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed plastic grip show light/average handling, 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0464 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1056

Metro Arms 
American Classic
/RSA Bullseye 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

10mm, 6" bbl, SN A20-10174. Matte stainless finish with polished sides on slide, shows only very light 
handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, skeletonized hammer and trigger, textured front and rear grip 
straps, fish scale patterned wood grips show no handling, 3-8 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic 
case. Excellent condition. 23-0432 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1057
Beretta M1935 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65/32 Auto, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 855137. 95% blue finish shows average handing with thinning on most 
edges, good bore, left side of frame dated 1954, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0434 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1058
Beretta M1935 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65/32 Auto, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 873048. 95% blue finish shows average handing with thinning on most 
edges, good bore, left side of frame dated 1955, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0433 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1059
Beretta Brevet 
418 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 44620A. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small nicks on edges of slide, 
good bore, left side of frame dated 1950, plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine and 
leather holster. Good condition. 23-0235 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150
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1060
Beretta Model 
92SB Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN B82198Z. 99% blue finish shows only very light slide marks on barrel, very good bore, 
checkered wood grips with Beretta medallions on both sides show only a very shallow dent on front edge 
of right side scale, 2-15 rnd and 1-10 rnd magazines in soft case. Very good condition. 23-0565 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

1061
Beretta 92FS 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 7/8" bbl, SN E31001Z. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges, very 
good bore, checkered wood grips show light handling with a small nick on front edge of left scale and 
missing left scale Beretta medallion, 4-10 rnd magazines, cleaning rod and factory plastic case. Good 
condition. 22-1491 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

250

1062
Taurus PT 92AF 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN THJ48010. 99% matted black finish with polished blue sides on slide, good bore, 3 dot 
sights, ribbed front and rear grip straps, wood grips with Taurus medallions show average handling with 
4-15 rnd and 1-17 rnd magazines, in factory box. Very good condition. 23-0462 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1063
Taurus PT709 
Slim Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN TCR66390. 99% matte black finish on slide shows light handling with a fine scratch on 
left side front of slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 1-6 and 1-7 rnd 
magazine, box style holster, papers and factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Very good condition. 23-
0488 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

1064
Taurus PT-22 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 2 3/4" bbl, SN AWF22040. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered 
wood grips show light/average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine, papers, nylon holster and factory plastic box. 
Good condition. 23-0608 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1065
Bulgarian/CAI 
Makarov Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm Makarov, 3 5/8" bbl, SN AB23737. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few fine scratches 
and thinning on crisp edges, good bore, checkered rubber grips show no handling, 2-8 rnd magazines. 
Good condition. 23-0558 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1066

Star/Interarms 
M-43 Firestar 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 2163421. Matte stainless finish with polished sides on slide shows no handling, good 
bore, 3 dot sights, textured front and rear grip straps, checkered rubber grips show light handling with 1-
7 rnd magazine, cleaning rod, papers and factory plastic case. Good condition. 23-0399 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1067

Izhevsk Baikal/B 
West IJ-70-380K 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 ACP, 3 5/8" bbl, SN B HE 2954. 95% blue finish shows very thin nearly brown patina on bottom of 
frame and trigger guard, good bore, adjustable sight, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2-10 
rnd magazines, papers and nylon holster. Good condition. 23-0465 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1068
Bryco Jennings 
T380-CA Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 4" bbl, SN 1467097. Matte Nickel finish shows light handling, good bore, ribbed plastic grips 
show no handling, 2-7 rnd magazines and factory box. Good condition. 23-0440 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1069
Davis P-380 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbl, SN AP374494. Chrome finish shows average handling, good bore, ribbed plastic 
grips show light handling. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0509 60

1070

German Sport 
Guns/ATI GSG-
1911 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5" bbl, SN A823964. 100% matte black finish, good bore, 3 dot sights, faux suppressor, threaded 
muzzle with additional adapter, skeletonized hammer and trigger, belly mounted tach rail for mounting 
optics, checkered plastic grip shows no handling, 1-10 rnd magazine, additional sight inserts, papers and 
factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0436 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

1070A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

1071

Gabliondo y Cia 
Vitoria/Llama
/Stoeger Max-1 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.45 ACP, 5" bbl, SN A40270. 85% blue finish shows average handling with areas of loss on right side top 
edge of slide and frame above trigger, good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed front and textured rear 
grip straps, wood grips show moderate handling with areas of finish loss and chips along bottom edges, 
1- 7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0499 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1072
Astra Pocket 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35, 2" bbl, SN 298567. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckling, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with rough edges on back edge of left scale, 1-6 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0272 C&R

80

1073

J P Sauer & Sohn 
Model 1913 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 3" bbl, SN 141898. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on edges of muzzle, good 
bore, top of barrel marked J. P. Sauer & Sohn. Suhl. and small recessed oval showing a standing person 
with club, right side of frame marked with crown over N proof, left side mounted safety lever shows 95% 
bright fire blue finish, 1-7rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0254 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1074

Norinco Model 
213 (Chinese 
Tokarev) Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 13049373. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of loss and touch up 
on right side and top of muzzle, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2-8 rnd 
magazines, and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1880 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1075

Deutsche Werke 
Ortgies Patent 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm 2 3/4" bbl, SN 79291. 98% blue finish shows light handling with scattered light freckles, good 
bore, wood grips show light average handling with shallow dents, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-
0198 C&R

100
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1076

Deutsche Werke 
Ortgies Patent 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 30117. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on edges of muzzle, 
good bore, wood grips show average handling with shallow denting. 1-6 rnd magazine marked 9mm on 
sides does seem to feed 7.65 ammo freely. Good condition. 23-0192 C&R

100

1077
Walther PPQ 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 7/8" bbl, SN FAY4928. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only a few light scuffs, good bore, 
red fiber optic front sight, polymer frame/grips show no handling, 3-15 rnd magazines, mag loader, 2 
extra palm swells, leather holster, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition.23-0554 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

1078
Walther Model 
5 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 383111. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0204 C&R 150

1079
Walther Model 
7 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 28718. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges and areas of 
moderate freckling, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling. 1-8 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0199 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

150

1080
Walther Model 
9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 193710. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with light scratches, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show light average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0213 C&R 150

1081
Walther Model 
9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

25 ACP/6.35mm 2" bbl, SN 510698. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good 
bore, left side of frame above trigger shows small crown over N proof, checkered plastic grips show light 
handling with right side medallion marked 6.35 and left side medallion marked with Walther logo. 1-6 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0342 C&R

150

1082
Mauser Model 
1910 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 238925. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, trigger shows 95% bright fire blue color, checkered wood grips show light handling. 1-8 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0220 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1083
Mauser Model 
1910 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 224857. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, 
trigger shows 90% bright fire blue color, checkered wood grips show average handling with light galling 
on right side screw head, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0246 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1084
Mauser Model 
1910 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 270747. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and muzzle, good bore, trigger 
shows 95% bright fire blue color, checkered wood grips show light handling. 2-8 rnd magazines and 
leather holster. Good condition. 23-0259 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1085
Mauser Model 
1910 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 236673. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss on sides of slide, 
good bore, trigger shows 80% bright fire blue color on right side and 10% on left side, nicely figured 
checkered wood grips show light handling, 1-8 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 23-
0234 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

150

1086
Mauser Model 
1910 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 3" bbl, SN 85210. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, 
trigger shows 90% bright fire blue color, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-8 rnd magazine 
and pebble texture leather holster with name on inside flap. Good condition. 23-0237 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1087

Spanish 
Automatica 
Espanola Buffalo 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 3 3/8" bbl, SN 5165. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckles, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine. This pistol is a Spanish copy of the 
Browning FN 1900 pistol. Good condition 23-0655 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

1088

Spanish Bronco 
Model 1913 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 2457. 80% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, jeweled trigger, checkered 
plastic grips show average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0274 C&R 60

1089

Spanish Bronco 
Model 1918 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35, 2" bbl, SN 34372. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling with crack in left scale at top screw, 1-5 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 23-0266

50

1090

Bersa/RSA 
Thunder 380CC 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380ACP, 3 1/4" bbl, SN A41148. Matte cerakote/nickel finish shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot 
sights, textured plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine, leather holster. Good 
condition. 23-0611 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

100

1091

Bersa/RSA 
Thunder 380 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380ACP, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 825251. Matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good bore, 3 
dot sights, nickel finish on frame shows light handling, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 4-7 
rnd magazines, holster, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0627 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

1092

Spanish 
Automatic Pistol 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 4554. 75% blue finish shows moderate handling with areas of loss, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show moderate handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0330 C&R 60
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1093
Spanish Omega 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 1066. 95% blue finish shows light/average handling, poor bore (looks like a smooth 
bore) checkered plastic grips show moderate/heavy handling with area of right scale being worn away 
with flaking and chipping. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0229

60

1094
Spanish Etna 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 6948. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with chipping and warping. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0333 C&R

60

1095

Pistolet 
Automatique 
Unis 1921 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm 2 1/8" bbl, SN 6218. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling with chipping and warping. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0322 C&R

60

1096
MAB Martian 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 12514. Dark gray/silver patina, fair bore, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0321 C&R 50

1097

Spanish 
Automatic Pistol 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 81642. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few light freckles, good bore, 
left side lanyard ring, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-
0327 C&R

80

1098

Berasaluze? 
Automatic Allies 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 2 1/2' bbl, SN 1734. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small scratches, good bore, 
jeweled trigger, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. 23-0288 C&R 100

1099

Dreyse Vest 
Pocket Early 
Type 2B Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 9086. 95% blue finish shows light average handling with abrasions along left side 
of barrel, good bore, distinguishable from the first type by the single extractor on right side, checkered 
plastic grips show average handling with small crack on right scale behind screw, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0289 C&R

150

1100

Fabrique 
D'Armes 
Bulwark Patent 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm 2 5/8" bbl, SN 2066. 98% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, jeweled hammer and 
trigger, mother of pearl grips show light handling with 2 chips on rear edge of right scale. 1-7 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0298 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1100A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

1101

Fabrique 
D'Armes Jubala 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

32 Auto. 2 1/4" bbl, SN 1184. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with backstrap turning a dark 
brown patina, good bore, Mother Of Pearl grips show average handling with right scale having silicon 
repair to rear edge, 1-7 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 23-0194 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1102

Fabrique 
D'Armes Jubala 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2' bbl, SN 6225. 99% blue finish shows only light handling, good bore, checkered grips plastic 
grips show light handling with a slight warp on left scale. 1-6 rnd magazine and unmarked cardboard box. 
Good condition. 23-0187 C&R

60

1103

Fabrique 
D'Armes Victor 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm 2 1/8" bbl, SN 84902. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with freckling on most surfaces, 
good bore, jeweled trigger, checkered wood grips show light average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0290 C&R

60

1104

Fabrique 
D'Armes 
Princers Patient 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 1 7/8" bbl, SN A113. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and 
scattered freckles, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0324 C&R

60

1105
Spanish Looking-
Glass Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 57229. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with scratches on back 
strap and a few scattered freckles, good bore, bright fire blue finish on magazine release, checkered 
plastic grips show light/average handling. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0208 C&R

60

1106

Spanish Acha? 
Looking-Glass 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 43832. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and 
scattered light freckling, good bore, checkered plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-6 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0257 C&R

60

1107
Spanish Looking-
Glass Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 73382. 98% nickel finish shows light/average handling with areas of very light flaking 
on edges, good bore, engraved frame and slide, incorrect Mother Of Pearl grips with left scale showing 
area of flaking and is slightly loose, 1-6 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 23-0200 C&R

80

1108

Spanish 
Paramount 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 3 1/8" bbl, SN 8494. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with area of scratches on 
right side of frame between grip and slide, good bore, checkered plastic grips show light/average 
handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0225 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1109

Spanish 
Paramount 
Pocket Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 13912. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges with loss on corners of 
slide and scattered light freckles, good bore, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0279 C&R

60

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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1110
Spanish Regina 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 14267. 85% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and light freckling on most 
surfaces, good bore, ejector does not lay flat when action is closed, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling with slight warp on both scales and chips on inside edges of right scale, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0249 C&R

60

1111
Spanish Regina 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 9873. 80% blue finish shows general thinning and light freckling on most 
surfaces, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with minor chipping on edges, 1- 6 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0339

60

1112

Spanish Regina 
American 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 9611. 85% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and light freckling on most 
surfaces, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with warping on both scales, 1-6 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0340 C&R

60

1113
Regina 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 2 3/8" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on back of grips strap and 
crisp edges, good bore, checkered plastic grips show moderate handling with warping and repaired chip 
on left scale behind screw hole, pistol needs repairs does not fire. 1-7 rnd magazine. Fair condition. 23-
0338 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

40

1114
Spanish 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 3368. 98% matte black finish shows a few light freckles, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show average handling with area of chipping on left scale below logo, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0291 C&R

60

1115

Spanish Action 
Model 1920 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 30198. 90% blue finish with some light freckles, good bore, checkered plastic grips 
show average handling with small chips on edges, 1-5 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 
23-0197 C&R

60

1116
Spanish Stosel 
No 1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 51995. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges and back grip 
strap, good bore, checkered plastic grrips show average handling with cracks and flaking on right scale, 1-
5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0270 C&R

50

1117

Spanish Remis 
Model 1914 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 2531. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show light/average handling with a couple small chips on edges, 1- 5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 
23-0318 C&R

60

1118

Anciens 
Establishments 
Pieper Bayard 
Depose Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 32242. 85% blue finish shows light/average handling with thinning on crisp 
edges, good bore, miss matched (1 brown 1 black) checkered plastic grips show moderate handling with 
right scale having flaking on edges, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0206 C&R

50

1119

Anciens 
Establishments 
Pieper Pocket 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 2405. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and 
scattered freckles, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with cracks. 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0205 C&R

50

1120

Anciens 
Establishments 
Pieper Bayard 
Model M 1908? 
Depose Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 40549. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with loss on front edges of 
slide, good bore, checkered plastic Bayard grips show light/average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0201 C&R

80

1120A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

1121
Thunder Model 
1919 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 2343. 80% blue finish on slide and frame shows average handling, good bore, nickel 
trigger guard, trigger and magazine floor plate, checkered plastic grips show average handling. 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0214 C&R

50

1122
Thunder Model 
1919 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish on slide and frame shows average handling and minor freckling, 
good bore, nickel trigger guard and trigger, checkered plastic grips show average handling. 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0196 C&R

50

1123
Spanish Titan 
Pocket Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 50170. 85% blue finish shows average handling with loss on crisp edges and minor 
freckling, good bore, trigger shows 75% case color, checkered plastic grips show average handling with 
small crack in rear edge of left scale, 2-5 rnd magazines and leather holster. Good condition. 23-0217 C&R

50

1124
Spanish Danton 
Pocket Semi 
Auto Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 3657. 80% blue finish shows general thinning, good bore, checkered plastic grips 
show average handling with left scale missing long chip along back edge, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0258 C&R

60

1125
Spanish Union I-
77 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 25619. 75% blue finish on slide shows general thinning, good bore, frame shows 
brownish plum color with loss on edges, checkered plastic grips shows light/average handling with a 
couple small chips, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0271 C&R

60

1126
Spanish 
Automatic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 22883. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckles, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0320 C&R 60
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1127

French Le 
Toutacier 
Pocket Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/4" bbl, NSN. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss on crisp edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show light/average handling with small chips on edges and warping, 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-0273 C&R

80

1128
Belgian Melior 
Brevets Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 1/4" bbl, SN 114579. 85% blue finish shows loss on most edges, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show light/average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0251 C&R 80

1129
Menz Kaba 
Spezial Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 94770. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss, good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0334 C&R 70

1130

Destructor 
Model 1914 
Auto Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.32 Auto, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 4809. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with small chips on edges, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0215 C&R

60

1131

Thompson 
Center 
Contender With 
Super 14 Barrel 
Single Shot Pistol

223 Rem. 14", SN S3246. 99% matte stainless finish shows only a small rub mark on top of barrel approx 
4" forward of Weaver style scope base, good bore, Cougar engraved receiver with hammer mounted rim
/center fire selector, textured synthetic grip and forearm show only very light handling with papers and 
hard case. Very good condition. 23-0468

170

1132
Thompson 
Center Pistol 
Scope

2.5-7x long eye relief with Duo-plex reticle, clear optics and Weaver rings. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition 80

1133

Thompson 
Center 
Contender Pistol 
Barrel

22LR, 10" Stainless finish shows light average handling, good bore, adjustable sights. with synthetic 
forearm and screw. Stainless and blue finish barrels will fit all stainless or blued Contender frames. Very 
good condition.

50

1134
Thompson 
Center Encore 
Single Shot Pistol

30-06 Springfield, 15" bbl, SN S38774. 99% matte stainless finish shows only minor rub marks on sides of 
receiver from forearm when opening action, good bore, adjustable sights, rubber finger groove combat 
style grip and forearm show light handling, with papers. The Encore is the newest variation of the 
Contender that has been designed to handle heavier calibers, barrels are not interchangeable with the 
Contender series frames. Very good condition. 23-0401

200

1135
Thompson 
Center Encore 
pistol Barrel

.45 Colt/.410 15" matte stainless finish shows only light handling, good rifled bore with removable ribbed 
choke tube for shooting shotshell ammunition (ribbed to stabilize shot pattern) vent rib with small 
buckhorn rear sight and front bead with choke tube wrench and factory box. Encore barrels will fit any 
Encore frame. Very good condition.

100

1136
Thompson 
Center Encore 
Pistol Barrel

22LR, 15" matte stainless finish shows only light handling, good bore, adjustable sights, Encore barrels 
will fit any Encore frame. Very good condition. 80

1137

Colt Cased Pair 
4rth Model 
Derringer Single 
shot Pistol

Gun 1-22 Short, 2 3/8" bbls, SN 25416D. 85% blue/brown finish on barrel shows thinning with scuffs and 
scratches on left side of barrel, good bore, frame shows a slightly gold colored Zamak (gold tinted zinc 
alloy plating), wood birds head grips show average handling. Good condition 23-0658 C&R Gun 2-22 
Short, 2 3/8" bbls, SN 25415D. 85% blue finish on barrel shows areas of loss, good bore, frame shows 
slightly gold colored Zamak platting, wood birds head grips show average handling. Good condition. 23-
0659 C&R These pistols are the second series of the 4th model as designated by the D suffix in serial 
number made only from 1970-1973, they come in a velvet lined Colt case with cleaning rod.

100

1138

Beretta AL391 
Teknys Optima 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 3" chamber, 5 choke tubes, SN AA345738. 99% blue finish on barrel shows only very light 
handling with a fine scratch on left side of barrel approx 12" from muzzle, good bore, ribbed vent rib with 
center bead, silver/gray alloy receiver shows no handling, jeweled bolt and elevator, highly figured 
checkered wood stock and forearm shows no handling, comes with additional recoil pad, extra stock 
spacer, tools and factory plastic case. 14 1/2" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. 23-0047

400

1139

Browning 
(Belgian) Light 
Twelve Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 29 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 6G 63318. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with 
moderate freckling, good bore, vent rib, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling14 3/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0451 C&R

200

1140

Remington 1100 
Trap-T Combo 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, 7 choke tubes, SN N498339V. 99.9% blue finish shows only very light 
handling, good bore, vent rib with center bead, day glow front sight, left side of barrel marked Target, 
engraved receiver, highly figured high gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with light scratches and a small dent/nick in right side of butt stock, black pistol grip cap with white 
diamond and adjustable recoil pad/butt plate. 14 3/8" LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull. Comes with additional 
30" bbl, good bore, barrel marked 2 3/4 mag or 3" mag Steel shot, mod choke tube, vent rib with center 
bead and day glo front sight in Browning luggage style case. Good condition. 23-0046

300

1141

Remington 11-
48 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 5163561. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with 
moderate freckling, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with areas of 
finish crazing and glue repaired crack at wrist, 14" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0489 C&R

100
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1142

Remington 870 
Wingmaster LH 
Pump 
ActionShotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN T359160V. 95% blue finish shows average handling with 
barrel ring showing a plumb color, good bore, vent rib, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with flat area behind pistol grip cap, 14" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0541

150

1143

Remington 
Wingmaster 870 
LW Pump Action 
Shotgun

20Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp Cyl choke, SN V163388K. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with thinning on carry points, vent rib, high gloss nicely figured checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with a few shallow dents, 13 7/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0496

100

1144

Remington 
Wingmaster 870 
Magnum Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 27 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, Imp cyl choke tube, SN S073582M. 98% blue finish shows light/average 
handling and barrel ring showing slightly plumb color, good bore, vent rib with center bead, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show only very light handling. 13 7/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 23-0587

130

1145

Remington 
Wingmaster 870 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN S003854V. 85% blue finish shows thinning on most edges 
with scattered freckling, good bore, vent rib, high gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with small crack on both sides of wrist. 13 7/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-
0424

100

1146

Remington 
Wingmaster 870 
Slug Gun Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga, 20" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cylinder bore, SN V012758V. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with 
scattered areas of freckling, good (smooth) bore, rifle sights, wood stock and ribbed forearm show 
moderate handling with areas of finish loss. 13 7/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0492

100

1147

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

16Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 1360621. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with 
moderate freckling on most metal surfaces, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average 
handling with older refinish on stock. 14" LOP, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0450 C&R

100

1148

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

16Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 1110688. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss 
on carry points and scattered freckles, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling 
with replaced rubber recoil pad. 14 3/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0426 C&R

100

1149

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 97 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Adjustable Poly choke installed on Full choke marked bbl, SN E760315. 
65% blue finish shows general thinning with moderate freckling on most metal surfaces, good bore, 
wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with open crack on right side of wrist and 
repaired crack on left side, stock shows older refinish. 13 7/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-
0473 C&R

100

1150

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

16Ga. 27" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, adjustable Poly choke installed on Mod choke marked barrel, SN 534180-
2. 85% blue finish shows moderate scratching with area of oxidation on bottom of barrel near muzzle, 
good bore, engraved receiver with waterfowl scene, checkered wood stock and ribbed forearm show 
moderate handling with moderate scratches and areas of finish loss, rubber recoil pad shows brittleness 
and cracking. 14 1/8" LOP, 8 lb+ trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0472 C&R

100

1151

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 371707066. 98% blue finish shows only light handling, 
good bore, vent rib, engraved receiver with waterfowl scene, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
light/average handling with a few scratches on front of pistol grip and small flaw in epoxy/glass Pheasant 
grip cap. 14 1/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0583

120

1152

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, 26" bbl, SN 371197507. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling 
with a few scattered freckles, good bore, vent rib with center bead and day glo font, engraved receiver 
with waterfowl scene, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with minor flaking at 
wrist. Good condition. 23-0625

120

1153

Radikal
/International 
Firearms PA-2 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 3" chamber, XXF ported choke tube installed with 3 additional tubes, SN W-28875. 100% bronze 
Cerakote on barrel and receiver, good bore, removable Weaver style scope rail, vent rib with fiber optic 
front sight, 100% Mossy Oak Bottomland camo on checkered synthetic stock and forearm, 14 " LOP, 7 lb 
trigger pull. New in box with papers and choke tube set. Excellent condition. 23-0660

100

1154

High Standard 
Flite-King Skeet 
Model K410 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

.410, 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Skeet choke, NSN. 85% blue finish shows average handling with moderate
/heavy freckling on receiver and back half of barrel, good bore, vent rib with center bead, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with small crack on left side of wrist, 14" LOP, 3 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0453

150

1155
Mossberg 835 
Turkey Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 24" ported bbl, 3 1/2" chamber, Accu Mag Ultra Full Turkey Choke tube, SN UM645061. 100% 
Realtree camo wrap, bore shows stripes from breech to muzzle (possible from steel or plated shot may 
clean out with bristle brush) vent rib with center bead and fiber optic front and rear sight, 100% Realtree 
camo wrap on synthetic stock and forearm, nylon sling, 13 7/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 23-0402

140

1156

Mossberg 500 
Cruiser Pistol 
Grip Pump 
Action Shotgun

20Ga, 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, cylinder bore, SN T805818. 99% blue finish shows only light slide racking 
on magazine tube, good bore, receiver drilled and tapped for optic/scope mounting, synthetic forearm 
and checkered finger groove pistol grip show no handling with papers and factory soft case. Appears 
unfired. Excellent condition. 23-0598

150
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1157
Mossberg 500A 
Mariner Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, cylinder bore, SN T358384. 98% gray textured Marinecote finish shows 
average handling with scattered scuffs, good bore, synthetic stock and ribbed forearm show only very 
light handling, 14 1/2" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull with papers and factory cardboard box. Very good 
condition. 23-0521

130

1158
Mossberg 
500AG Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 24" bbl, 3" chamber, Cylinder bore, SN H911818. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a 
few scattered freckles, good (smooth) bore, rifle style sights, receiver still has factory sticker on right 
side, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with 1 depression on right side of 
stock approx 2" long just to the rear of wrist, 13 7/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0470

110

1159
Mossberg 500 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 18 1/2" bbl without faux sup/flash hider 24" including it, 3" chamber, SN V1328690. 98% matte 
black finish shows only light scuffs, good bore, ventilated steel heat shield/handguard, faux sup/flash ider 
with under mounted tach rail, ventilated steel receiver saddle with tach rail and plastic shell carrier 
topped with a Hiram red/green dot (untested) checkered pistol grip and colapsable butt stock. 13 3./8" 
LOP in longest position, 6 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0537

150

1160
Mossberg 500A 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod Accu choke tube, SN L382651. 90% blue finish shows average handling 
with areas of moderate freckling and scratches, good bore, vent rib with center bead, synthetic stock and 
ribbed forearm show average handling. 13 7/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0517

100

1161
Mossberg 500 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga, 28" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod accu choke tube, SN T564896. 98% blue finish shows light/average 
handling, good bore, ported barrel, vent rib with center bead, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
light/average handling with only a few small nicks and scratches on belly of butt stock, removable high 
comb cheek piece (no others included but available from Mossberg)nylon sling, 13 7/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-0603

100

1162
Mossberg 500 
Rifled Tropy Slug 
Barrel Only

12Ga. 24" ported bbl, 3" chamber, good rifled bore, 99% blue finish shows light handling with trophy rail 
style scope mount. This barrel will also fit Maverick Model 88. Good condition. 50

1163 Nikon Rifle 
Scope

Prostaff 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, weaver style rings. Removed from prior barrel. Good 
condition. 40

1164

Mossberg 500 
Pump Action 
Shotgun Barrel 
Only

12Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Cylinder bore, 100% blue finish with bead sight, good bore, Will also fit 
Maverick model 88, appears near new in package. Excellent condition. 50

1165

Slugster Barrel 
Only Fits 
Mossberg 500 
And Maverick 88

12Ga. 24" bbl, 3" chamber, Cylinder bore, 98% blue finish shows light handling, good (smooth) bore, rifle 
sights. Good condition. 50

1166

Mossberg 500 
Rifled Slug 
Barrel With 
Scope

12Ga, 24" ported bbl, 3" chamber, good Rifled bore, 98% blue finish shows average handling with 
cantilever scope mount with Bushnell 3-9x scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on 
Weaver style rings and bases, in original package. Good condition.

50

1167

Unbranded 
Pump Shotgun 
Barrel Only Fits 
Mossberg 500 
And Maverick 88

12Ga, 28"bbl, 3" chamber, C-Lect adjustable choke, 100% blue finish, good bore, Very good condition 30

1168
Stevens Model 
77C Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with frost texture 
freckling on most metal surfaces, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show moderate handling 
with areas of finish loss, 14 1/4" LOP,4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0403 C&R

60

1169
E. J. Churchill 
Crown Grade 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 2 3/4" chambers (rebored from original 2 1/2" and reproofed with certificate of Proof from 
Birmingham Proof house) 3/8 and 5/8 chokes as per consignor, 28" bbls, SN 3265. 100% reblue finish on 
barrels, very good bore, top of right barrel marked E J Churchill (Gunmakers) LTD and top of left barrel 
marked 39-42 Leicester Square London W C. underside of barrel rib marked Woodcock HIll Benton PA ( 
the shotgun was rebored by Thomas Bland & Sons Gunmakers at Woodcock hill Benton Pa. in approx 
1995/96) engraved receiver shows nice bright redone case color with gold fill Baronets Crown on 
underside, nice tight lock up and hinge, extractors, matching numbers on water table, barrels, forearm 
latching plate and trigger guard, English straight checkered wood stock and forearm with leather covered 
recoil pad show light handling with some shallow denting and scratches comes with Certificate of proof, 
luggage style case with E J Churchill label on inside of lid, 2 snap caps and oiler, 14" rear trigger and 14 7
/8" front trigger LOP, 5 lb rear trigger and 7lb front trigger pull, Stock is cast off at heel approx .198" with 
1.76" drop at heel and 1.46" drop at comb. Excellent condition. 23-0630 C&R

2000

1170
Stevens Model 
530 A SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, NSN. 90% blue finish on barrel shows average handling 
with a few scattered freckles, solid rib with center bead, coin silver receiver shows gray/brown patina 
and small traces of case color/marbling with engraved bird dog on left side, extractors, single trigger, 
black painted trigger guard shows 50% paint finish, wood stock and forearm with home done checkering 
on wrist and bell of forearm shows average handling with older refinish, 13 1/4" LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0428 C&R

80

1171
Stevens Model 
311C SxS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, NSN. 95% blue finish on barrels shows thinning on sides 
of breech and small abrasion on side of right muzzle, good bores, 85% case color on receiver, extractors 
need work and possibly parts (some parts included) forearm mount is loose on wood showing a stripped
/misaligned screw, wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of deep denting on toe, 13 
1/8" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, heavy 8 lb trigger pull. Fair condition. 23-0547 C&R

100
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1172
Lefever (Ithaca) 
Nitro Special SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Cylinder? chokes, SN 115121. 80% blue finish shows average 
handling with frost texture freckling on most metal surfaces, good bores, gray patina on receiver with 
lightly engraved duck scene on both sides, extractors, home checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with light mold staining, 12 7/8" rear trigger and 13 3/4" LOP front trigger, 5 1/2 lb 
trigger pulls. Good condition. 23-0427 C&R

100

1173
Lefever (Ithaca) 
Nitro Special SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 135543. 90% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning and scattered freckling, good bores, receiver shows brown/gray patina with lightly engraved 
duck scene on both sides, extractors, home checkered wood stock shows average handling with edges of 
checkering pattern worn very faint on forearm and lower edges of wrist, 13" rear trigger and 14" LOP 
front trigger, heavy 8lb + trigger pull on rear trigger and 3 1/2 lb front trigger. Good condition. 23-0425 
C&R

100

1174
Savage Fox 
Model B SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 29 3/4" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, NSN. 85% blue finish on barrels shows average 
handling with light frost texture and scratches, good bores, vent rib with center bead, receiver shows 
85% case color with fox banner on both sides and smiling fox on belly, extractors, checkered wood stock 
and forearm show average handling. Good condition. 23-0550 C&R

150

1175

Ithaca New 
Ithaca Field 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga, 28" 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 468218. 65% blue finish on barrels, good bores, 
receiver shows silver/gray with traces of case color in protected areas, extractors, cut down wood stock 
and checkered forearm show average handling with crack in left side of wrist with lace on leather recoil 
pad, 12 1/4" rear trigger and 13" front trigger LOP 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0028 C&R

100

1176
Remington 3200 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 29 3/4' bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/ IMP Mod chokes, SN OU 16917. 98% blue finish shows light 
handling with a few 3/16" freckles on each barrel, good bores, vent rib with center bead, bird dog scene 
engraved on both sides of receiver, extractors, selectable single trigger, high gloss checkered wood stock 
and forearm show light/average handling with adjustable recoil pad and Rosewood pistol grip cap, 14 9
/16" LOP as set, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0540

350

1177
Remington 3200 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 27 1/2" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN OU 16047. 95% blue finish shows thinning and 
loss on lower edges of receiver and carry points, good bores, vent rib, hinge is slightly loose, bird dog 
scene engraved on both sides of receiver, ejectors, single selectable trigger, high gloss checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with Rosewood pistol grip cap and butt plate, 14" LOP, 3 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0551

350

1178

Browning 
(Japan) Citori 
525 Field Grade 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Skeet choke tubes, SN 19820MW131. 99% blue finish on barrels shows only 
very light handling, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved silver receiver, ejectors, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with a small area of denting on right side front 
corner of forearm. 14 1/4" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0495

500

1179

Browning 
(Japan) Citori 
525 Sporting 
Over/Under

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod/Mod choke tubes, SN 11162MT131. 99% blue finish on barrels 
shows only a very small nick in left side rear of vent rib, ported barrels with vent rib and center bead with 
fiber optic front sight (fiber optic tube is missing rear half) good bores, engraved silver receiver, ejectors, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with adjustable comb, 14 7/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0494

500

1180
Fias/Kassnar 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chambers, upper barrel appears to be a fixed mod choke with the lower barrel having a 
improved cylinder choke tube, SN 14336. 90% blue finish shows average handling with scattered 
freckling, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling. 13 1/2" LOP, 7 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0431

100

1181

Browning 
(Japan) BT99 
Plus Single Shot 
Shotgun

12ga. 32" ported bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke tube with additional Full choke tube, SN 57570NZ669. 
95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of freckling on receiver, trigger group and rear 10" of 
barrel, high vent rib with center bead, engraved receiver, ejector, adjustable checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling. 14 1/2" LOP as set, 4 lb trigger pull. With case. Good condition. 23-0548

400

1182

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Topper Single 
Shot Shotgun

12Ga. 27 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN BA545007. 98% blue finish on barrel shows a few small 
scratches, good bore, 99% case color on receiver, ejector, wood stock and forearm show average 
handling, 13 3/4" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0604

50

1183

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Topper 88 Single 
Shot Shotgun

20Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN AU607209. 98% blue finish on barrel shows average handling, 
good bore, 99% case color on receiver , ejector, wood stock and forearm show light average handling 
with approx 3" replaced/added to butt. 13 3/4" LOP, 6 1/4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0498

50

1184
Mossberg Single 
Shot Bolt Action 
Shotgun

410Ga. 23 3/4" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina with a few scrapes and scratches, good bore, fiber optic front 
sight, wood stock shows moderate handling with numerous dents and dings. 13" LOP, 2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0606

50

1185

Springfield Arms 
Co Model 1929 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

20Ga. 27 3/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke,NSN. 40% blue finish on barrel with moderate freckling, 
good bore, ejector, 80% case color on receiver, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 1/2" 
LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0477 C&R

40

1186

Hard To Find 
Left Hand 
Weatherby 
Mark V Bolt 
Action Rifle

300 Weatherby Mag. 24" bbl, SN P39352. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on edges 
of floor plate and scattered light freckles, good bore, Redfield scope mounts, skip line checkered wood 
stock with Rosewood pistol grip and forearm caps shows average handling with loss on bottom edge of 
cheek piece and a few shallow dents, leather sling, 13 3/8" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0439

300
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1187 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X-II 3-9x with Duo-plex reticle, clear optics and Redfield type rings. Body shows slightly plumb color 
with a few minor nicks. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

1188

Early Pre War 
Winchester 
Model 70 Bolt 
Action Rifle

30 Gov't 06, 24" bbl, SN 22983. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small 2" area of moderate
/heavy freckling on bottom of barrel 4" forward of forearm nose, fair bore, hooded front sight, rear sight 
dovetail filled with metal block off plate, left side rear corner of receiver has Lyman Peep sight base with 
blank riser block, sought after Paul Jaeger quick release side mount scope mounts and rings, removable 
wide ribbed trigger shoe, checkered wood stock shows average handling with scratches and shallow 
denting, leather sling, 13 1/2" LOP with trigger shoe, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0501 C&R

200

1189 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X-II 3-9x with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, Body shows average handling with light ring marks. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

1190

Winchester 
Model 70XTR 
Featherweight 
Bolt Action 
Shotgun

30-06, 22" bbl, SN G1827163, 98% blue finish shows only a small area of freckles on right side of barrel 
approx 4" forward of receiver ring and a small area of light scratches on barrel at end of forearm, good 
bore, Burris scope bases and rings, jeweled bolt, Wintuff laminated wood stock with schnabel style 
forearm shows only very light handling, nylon sling, 13 1/2" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 23-0623

250

1191 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X-II 3-9x with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, Body shows average handling with light ring marks. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

1192
Remington 700 
ADL Bolt Action 
Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 6490935. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, factory sights 
have been removed (not included) and holes capped with screws, Bushnell Sportview 3-9X scope 
mounted on Weaver style bases with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, jeweled bolt, skip line checkered 
wood stock shows light/average handling, leather sling. 14" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-
0585

200

1193
Remington 700 
ADL Bolt Action 
Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN A6423521. 90% blue finish shows average handling with scattered moderate freckling 
and small area of abrasions on top of barrel just forward of rear sight, good bore, Redfield 3-9x scope 
with Duo-plex reticle, TV view and clear optics mounted on Kwik Site see through rings, (scope body 
shows minor denting and abrasions, hooded front sight, jeweled bolt, skip line checkered wood stock 
shows average handling with area of light staining under slip on rubber recoil pad, nylon sling, 13 3/8" 
LOP without slip on pad, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0516

200

1194
Remington 
Model 700 Bolt 
Action Rifle

308 Win, 26" heavy bbl, SN D6851182. 99% textured matte black finish shows only a few light scuffs, 
good bore, deep dished barrel crown, Tasco 3-12 Euro Class scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics 
mounted on Leupold base and rings, hinged floor plate, over mold spider web pattern synthetic stock 
shows no handling, 13 3/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0478

250

1195
Remington 
Model 700 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7mm Rem Mag, 24 " bbl, SN 382406. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss at muzzle and top 
of receiver ring, good bore, rear sight missing elevator and top of front sight is broken off, receiver is 
drilled and tapped for scope, checkered wood stock shows moderate/heavy handling with loss on most 
edges and carry points, missing front sling stud, 13 1/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-
0637

100

1196
Remington 
Model 722 Bolt 
Action Rifle

300 Savage, 24" bbl, SN 136634. 80% blue finish shows scattered moderate freckling, good bore, rear 
sight removed (not included) Western Field 3-9x33 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted 
on Weaver tip off rings on Weaver style bases, wood stock shows average handling, leather sling, 13 3/8" 
LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0452 C&R

150

1197 Savage Axis Bolt 
Action Rifle

223 Rem, 22" bbl, SN H324436. 99% textured matte black finish shows only a few very light rub marks, 
good bore, Tasco 3-9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, synthetic stock with textured grip 
panels shows no handling, nylon sling, 1-4 rnd magazine. 14 1/4" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 23-0511

150

1198
Mossberg 
100ATR Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22 1/2" fluted bbl, SN BA321014. 98% matte black finish shows light/average handling with a few 
light scuffs, good bore, Weaver style scope mount/rail with removable 5 1/4" tach rail for mounting 
optics or accessories, synthetic stock shows average handling with Mossberg factory sticker still on left 
side, leather sling, 13 1/2" LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0518

150

1199

Winchester 
Model 1894 200 
Year Oliver 
Winchester High 
Grade 
Commemorative 
Lever Action 
Rifle

30-30 Win, 24 1/4" bbl, SN OW200H0765. 98% gloss blackfinish on barrel and mag tube shows only a 
couple small scratches on top of barrel 8" from muzzle, very good bore, octagon to round barrel, etched 
coin silver receiver with 1810-2010 Two Hundred Years Oliver F Winchester banner and portrait on right 
side and intertwined W R A logo on reverse, top of gloss black breech block has gold script copy of Oliver 
WInchester's signature, upper tang mounted safety selector, checkered high grade wood stock and 
forearm with spade pattern checkering shows light/average handling with small area of nicks and denting 
on belly approx 3" forward of toe, coin silver forearm cap and gloss black butt plate, magazine tube still 
bears Winchester Repeating Arms sticker with original box, 13 1/2" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 23-0455 C&R

300

1200

Winchester 
Model 94AE 
Lever Action 
Rifle

44 Rem Mag, 16" bbl, SN 6023991. 98% blue finish shows only a small scratch on left side of receiver at 
safety button and between front sight and muzzle, good bore, Leupold style scope mounts and rings, 
right side hammer extension, wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with a few shallow 
dents 13 5/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0584

300

1201 Leupold Rifle 
Scope VX-1 2-7x with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics,removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

1202

Winchester 
Model 94AE 
Lever Action 
Rifle

44 Rem Mag, 16" bbl, SN 6225163. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling with a few small 
scratches on sides of receiver, left side steel saddle ring, large loop (Rifleman) lever, nicely figured wood 
stock and forearm show light/average handling with small scratch/indentation on right side of wrist 2 1
/2" behind receiver edge, 13 5/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0471

300
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1203

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 94 
Lever Action 
Rifle

30WCF, 20" bbl, SN 957294. Dark gray patina with pitting, good bore, Marbles Buckhorn rear sight, left 
side of receiver has steel stud from (missing) saddle ring, wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with older home refinish, leather sling, 13 1/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0404 C&R

200

1204
Savage Model 
99 Lever Action 
Rifle

300 Savage, 24" bbl, SN 412747. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckling 
and loss on carry points, fair bore, lever shows 85% case color, brass round counter on left side of 
receiver, checkered wood stock and schnable style forearm show moderate handling with older home 
refinish, leather sling, 13 1/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0480 C&R

200

1205
Savage Model 
99 Lever Action 
Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 200417. 80% blue finish shows average handling with small area of shallow pitting 
on bottom of receiver and bottom of barrel just forward of forearm, good bore, lever shows 90% case 
color, brass round counter on left side of receiver, wood stock and forearm show moderate handling. 13 
1/4" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0582 C&R

200

1206
Marlin 1895SBL, 
Lever Action 
Rifle

45-70 Gov't, 18 1/4" bbl, SN MR22854C. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with a small nick in 
top of barrel just above forearm nose, very good bore, Weaver style Lever rail Optics mounting rail with 
rear peep sight, oversized lever loop, checkered variegated gray laminated wood stock and forearm 
shows light handling with small nick near toe, 13 3/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull with papers and original 
cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0522

500

1207
Marlin 336RC 
Lever Action 
Rifle

35 Rem, 20" bbl, SN AC59687. 85% blue finish shows average handling and scattered freckling, good 
bore, Pine Ridge 3-9x rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle with ranging and clear optics mounted on see 
through mounts, right side removable hammer extension, wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with pistol grip cap being loose and extra screw hole in belly of stock just forward of sling loop, 
no bullseye, 13 3/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0520 C&R

200

1208
Marlin 1894 
Carbine Lever 
Action Rifle

357 Mag, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 20009752. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, flat top receiver 
tapped for scope/optics mounting, wood stock and forearm show average handling with small chip at 
rear sling stud, good bullseye, 13 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0552

300

1209

Browning 
(Japan) 81 BLR 
Lever Action 
Rifle

308 Win, 20" bbl, SN 10739PW227. 95% blue finish shows scattered light freckles, good bore, factory 
sights and Weaver style scope bases, wide ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with nicks and scratches, 1-3 rnd magazine. Leather sling. 13 7/8" LOP, 
4lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0624

300

1210 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X-II 3-9x with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, Body shows average handling with Weaver Style 
scope rings. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

1211

Mossberg 
Model 464 
Lever Action 
Rifle

30-30 Win, 20 1/4" bbl, SN LAO16937. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small nicks and 
freckles mostly on mag tube, good bore, folding rear sight, receiver drilled and tapped for scope 
mounting, tang mounted thumb safety, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling 
with a small nick in belly of forearm and a few scattered light scratches and shallow dents with papers. 
Good condition. 23-0662

120

1212
Remington 7600 
Carbine Pump 
Action Rifle

30-06, 18 1/2" bbl, SN B8502088. 95%textured matte black finish shows average handling with minor 
scratches and thinning on carry points, good bore, Weaver see through scope mounts, checkered black 
synthetic stock and forearm show average handling, 1-4 rnd magazine, rubber sling, 13 1/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0405

200

1213 Redfield Rifle 
Scope Revolution 3-9x40 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

1214

Cimarron/Armi 
Sport Quigley 
Down Under 
Sharps Single 
Shot Rifle

45-70 Gov't, 34" bbl, SN CFIT22B04240. 100% blue finish on barrel, good bore, case color receiver, 
adjustable rear sight, adjustable set trigger, checkered wood stock and forearm show only light handling 
with a couple small nicks and scratches at toe, case color patchbox and butt plate with original cardboard 
box, 13 15/16" LOP to front trigger with set trigger set, 1 1/2 lb trigger pull with set trigger. Very good 
condition. 23-0513

350

1215

Custom G. 
Wilcke Stuttgart 
D.R.G.M. Syst. 
Buchel Rolling 
Block Schuetzen 
Rifle

7.81mm bore possibly 8.1x46mm, 32" octagon bbl, SN 28252. Dark brown patina with heavy frost
/freckling texture, fair bore looks like it will clean up with a bristle brush, breech engraved with good fill 
marked G. Wilcke Stuttgart on left flat, and Konigul Hof-Buchsenmacher on right flat and top of engraved 
receiver ring marked D.R.G.M. Syst. Buchel No 28252, top right front corner of receiver marked with 
crown over B and crown over U proofs, engraved receiver shows small areas of case color mostly on 
inside parts of lever visible when open, set trigger system, front sight ramps/base missing center section 
and rear tang set up for square or round shank peep/target sights, custom Schuetzen style wood target 
stock and forearm show exaggerated cheek cup on left side of butt with thumb hook/horn on right side, 
hooked steel butt plate and horn forearm nose cap with small crack on left side of wrist. 11 1/2 rear 
trigger and 13" front trigger LOP. Triggers need repair they do not fire. Good condition. 23-0474 C&R

100

1216
Ruger 10-22 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 20" heavy radial twist bbl, SN 246-98866. Stainless finish shows light handling, good bore, Bushnell 
sportview rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, laminated wood stock shows only very light 
handling, 13 3/4" LOP 4 lb trigger pull. 2-10 rnd magazines and papers. Very good condition. 23-0483 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

1217
Ruger 10-22 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 127-77754. 85% blue finish shows moderate handling and freckling with loss on 
butt plate, good bore, Simmons 4x32 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Kwik Site 
see through rings, chip missing from top of rear edge of scope, wood stock shows average handling. 13 3
/8" LOP7 lb trigger pull, leather sling. 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0626 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80
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1218
Marlin Model 60 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 22" bbl, SN 01105926. 100% blue finish, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show light 
handling. 13 1/2" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Original cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0538 70

1219
Taurus Model 
63 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 23" bbl, SN XB5183. 98% blue finish shows average handling with small area of freckling on upper 
tang, good bore, wood stock and forearm shows average handling with several shallow dents on wrist, 
comb and forearm, 13 3/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull with papers. Good condition. 23-0429

120

1220

Charter Arms 
AR-7 Explorer 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 16" bbl, SN A221538. Textured black paint finish shows areas of loss around front sight with a few 
small nicks and scratches on receiver, good bore, black plastic takedown storage stock holds barrel and 
receiver for storage shows moderate handling, 15" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Missing magazine. Good 
condition. 23-0443

70

1221

Henry AR-7 US 
Survival Rifle 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 16" bbl, SN US060176B. 100% matte black finish, good bore, black plastic storage stock (entire rifle 
breaks down and stores inside) shows average handling, 2-8 rnd magazines. 15 1/4" LOP, 7 1/2 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-0524 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1222

Mossberg/CBC 
702 Plinkster 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 18" bbl, SN EMG3835656. 98% blue finish shows a few small scratches on top of barrel just forward 
of rear sight, checkered synthetic stock shows light/average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. 14 1/2" LOP, 4 
1/2 lb trigger. Good condition. 23-0602 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

70

1223

Winchester 
Model 52 Target 
Rifle With 
Complete 
Shooters 
Package

22LR, 28" heavy bbl, SN 75572C. 98% blue finish shows area of oxidation around muzzle and some very 
light scattered freckles, Lyman Super Targetspot 14702 scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics, 
threaded steel lens caps, wide ribbed target trigger, heavy thumb hole target style wood stock with full 
length accessory rail recessed in belly shows average handling, wide oversized aluminum trigger guard, 
adjustable butt plate with full complement of accessories including Redfield peep sights with additional 
inserts, forearm hand stops and forearm grips, leather forearm brace/sling, cleaning tools and patches, 
leather shooters gloves, NRA smallbore rifle rules book (1966) custom wood travel/storage case with 
padlock. 13" LOP as set, trigger pull is less than 8 oz. Good condition. 23-0456 C&R

250

1224
Winchester 
Model 75 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22LR, 28" bbl, SN 34707. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckling, good bore, 
Weaver B6 scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics missing horizontal adjustment cap, rear sights 
removed (not included) and holes plugged with screws, front sight base only, wood stock shows average 
handling with crack on right side just forward of bolt notch, leather sling, 13 1/4" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. 1-5 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0479 C&R

200

1225 Winchester 
Model 72

22 S,L,LR, 25" bbl, NSN. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with light oxidation on most surfaces, 
good bore, JC Higgins 4x scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics mounted on side mount base, 
hooded front sight, tapped for side mount rear peep sight (not included), wood stock shows average 
handling, leather sling. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0484 C&R

80

1226

Ruger 77-22 
Magnum All 
Weather Bolt 
Action Rifle

22WMR, 24" bbl, SN 702-21244. Matte gray finish stainless shows only light handling, good bore, 
Simmons 3-9 matte black 8 point rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on factory 
Ruger rings, laminated wood stock shows light handling with a small nick on edge at loading port and 
small scratch on right side just above front trigger guard leg, 13 1/2" LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull with 2-10 
rnd magazines and papers. Very good condition. 23-0482 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1227
Ruger Precision 
BX-15 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22WMR, 18" bbl, SN 840-58880. 98% matte black finish shows light handling with minor chipping on right 
rear edge of ventilated handguard and minor scratching and wear on rear of bolt, threaded muzzle with 
tread protector, adjustable stock with textured pistol grip, 3-15 rnd magazines, papers and factory 
cardboard box, 12 5/8" LOP as set, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. 23-0523 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1228 CZ Brno Model 4 
Bolt Action Rifle

22, 27 1/2" heavy bbl, SN 11663. Thick textured dark gray/black finish shows light handling, good bore, 
adjustable target sights with globe front, date 56, thick wood target stock shows light/average handling, 
3-5 rnd and 2 10 rnd magazines. Very good condition. 23-0481 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1229
CZ Model 452-
2E ZKM Bolt 
Action Rifle

22LR, 24 1/2" bbl, SN A432078. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, hooded front 
sight, military style rear sight, scope rings, checkered wood stock shows light/average handling with a 
small nick on belly just forward of rear sling loop and a couple small scratches on front edge of schnable 
style forearm, 2- 5 rnd magazines. Good condition. 23-0586

200

1230 Nikon Rifle 
Scope

Prostaff 4x32 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, matte black body. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition 50

1231
Remington 
Model 504 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22LR, 21" bbl, SN 50404024. 99% black parkerized type finish shows only very light handling, good bore, 
Bushnell 3-9 rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver style mounts, 
checkered wood stock shows only light handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. 13 3/4" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Very 
good condition. 23-0497

80

1232

Remington 
Matchmaster 
513-T (Target) 
Bolt Action Rifle

22LR, 27" bbl, NSN. 98% blue finish shows light handling with light frost texture/freckling, good bore, 
Redfield rear peep sight and globe front with 1 insert, barrel tapped for additional sight/optic options, 
wood target style stock with wide forearm shows average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine, 13 5/8" LOP, 4 1/2 
lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0542 C&R

150
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1233
Mossberg 
Model 142K Bolt 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 18 1/4" bbl, NSN. 95% thick reblue shows moderate freckling on most metal surfaces, good 
bore, red dot green dot safety missing green dot, wood stock with fold down forearm (to be used as 
vertical grip) shows average handling, nylon sling, 13 1/4" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull, 1-10? rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 23-0512 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

1234 Marlin Model 80 
Bolt Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, NSN. 95% probable older reblue finish shows average handling with scattered light 
freckles, good bore, wood stock shows light/average handling with possible older refinish, 13 1/2" LOP, 3 
1/2 lb trigger pull. 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0493 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

70

1235
Marlin Model 
882SS Bolt 
Action Rifle

22WMR, 22" bbl, SN 97617152. Stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, fiber optic sights, 
checkered synthetic stock shows only a few faint scratches, 1-7 rnd magazine, 13 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-0601 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

70

1236
Ithaca Model 49 
Lever Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 18" bbl, SN 490397417. 90% blue finish on barrel shows areas of scattered freckling, good bore, 
receiver and lever show 95% factory black finish with scattered scratches, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show light/average handling, 14" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0617

80

1237
Browning BL-22 
Grade 2 Lever 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 20" bbl, SN 01244RT226. 98% blue finish shows small area of light abrasions on top of barrel 
approx 6" from muzzle and a few minor scratches, good bore, Bushnell 3-7 Custom 22 rifle scope with 
fine crosshairs and clear optics, engraved receiver and lever, gold tone trigger, checkered high gloss 
wood stock shows average handling with minor scuffs and scratches. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0454

300

1238

Winchester 
Model 1906 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22 Short, 20" round barrel, SN 3373. Silver/gray patina, good bore, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with chip on toe of butt plate, top left side of wrist against back of receiver along tang 
is a deep scratch not a crack. 12 7/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0553 C&R

120

1239

Remington 
Fieldmaster 572 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 1464623. 90% blue finish shows average handling with front 3" on outside of 
barrel from muzzle back having very deep pitting, good bore, Weaver V22A 3-6x rifle scope with Duo-plex 
reticle and clear optics, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with older refinish on 
stock, 13 1/2" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0491 C&R

100

1240
Taurus Model 
62 Pump Action 
Rifle

22LR, 23" bbl, SN TD5517. 98% blue finish on barrel, tangs and breech block show areas of light freckling, 
good bore, 95% case color receiver, wood stock and ribbed forearm show light/average handling, 13" 
LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull. With papers. Good condition. 23-0430

100

1241

Scarce US&S 
(Union Switch & 
Signal) 1911 A1 
US Army Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 1061910. faded Du-Lite finish with areas of minor loss, good bore, left side of frame 
above trigger marked with circled RCD Lt. Col. Robert C Downie) inspector proof and small P proof just 
below magazine release, left side of slide marked U.S.&S. CO. SWISSVALE, PA. U.S.A. and right side 
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY M 1911 A1 U.S. ARMY, property marking and serial number have 
metal scratched possibly to make the markings more legible? barrel link is marked with P proof on 1 side 
and HS (High Standard) on the reverse, most US&S 1911's used HIgh Standard barrels, checkered brown 
plastic grips show high/average handling missing the lower grip screw on right side. 1-7 rnd magazine. 
The US&S 1911 A1 is the second rarest of all the WWII 1911's with only 55000 being produced all 
accepted from Jan 1943 to Nov 1943 only the Singer produced pistols are more rare with only 500 being 
made. The US & S pistols had a reputation of being very good quality and the best interchangeability of 
all the manufacturer's. Good condition. 23-0066 C&R

1000

1242
Colt US Army 
1911 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 515525. Dark gray patina with shiny crisp edges, fair bore, right side of slide marked 
MODEL OF 1911 US ARMY, right side of frame marked United States Property, left side of frame above 
mag release button is marked with eagle head over S12, the barrel is marked PX-4 near barrel link with 
the link being marked 3 P on left side, checkered wood diamond pattern grips show moderate handling, 
1-7 rnd (magazine not two tone) Good condition. 23-0609 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

1243

Remington Rand 
1911 A1 US 
Army CM 
Program Pistol 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 2167031 (made 1945) 95% green/gray parkerized finish shows light/Average handling 
with small nick and scuffs, good bore, slide marked on left side in 2 lines REMINGTON RAND INC / 
SYRACUSE N.Y. USA, right side of frame marked United States property M1911A1 US Army with cross 
canon ordnance proof at top rear corner of grip, left side of frame marked FJA (Lt Col Frank James 
Atwood inspector) checkered plastic grips show average handling with 1-7 rnd magazine and CMP plastic 
case. Good condition. 23-0566 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

1244
Remington Rand 
1911A1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP,5" bbl, SN ERRS79. 98% green/gray parkerized finish shows only a few light scuffs, good bore, slide 
is marked on left side in 2 lines Remington Rand INC / Syracuse N.Y. USA, right side of frame is unmarked 
with no signed of US property markings being removed, top of slide just forward of rear sight is a small P, 
frame is marked only NO ERRS79 on right side with no inspectors/armory markings and a small P on left 
side by mag release, barrel link is marked HS (High Standard) Remington Rand used mostly HS barrels, 
checkered plastic grips show no handling with cosmoline residue under, 3-7 rnd magazines 2 still being 
wrapped in oil paper and in original cardboard box. Its believed that this pistol was made at the back end 
of the Remington Rand contract with the US gov and was made from the over run/surplus parts never 
getting the military markings or a SN in line with the military contracts. Very good condition. 23-0597 
C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300
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1245

Astra M600 
WWII German 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.380 ACP/9mm Kurz, 4" bbl, SN 568690. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, 
good bore, waffenamt on right rear corner of frame, checkered wood grips show average handling with 1
/2" dent on left scale, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0590 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1246

Rare War Time 
Czech F Dusek 
Duo Vest Pocket 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2" bbl, SN 93785. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
left side of slide marked in 2 lines AUTOMAT PISTOLE DUO CAL 6.35 / F DUSEK OPOTSCHINO with czech 
proof ofer 44 (1944) brown basket weave checkered grips show light handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Very 
good condition. 23-0286

150

1247

Springfield 
Armory US M1 
Garand Semi 
Automatic Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 1802384. Gray/green parkerized finish on barrel and charging handle with receiver 
showing a brown/gray patina, good bore, ME gauge reads 01, barrel marked SA with struck P and dated 
10 65, wood stock shows average handling with small crack on rear most edge of upper rear hand guard, 
underside of wrist marked with circles P, canvas sling, 13 1/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-
0486 C&R

500

1248

Springfield 
Armory US M1 
Garand Semi 
Automatic Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 3742688. Gray/green parkerized finish shows average handling, good bore, ME gauge 
reads 00, barrel marked SA 5 45, wood stock shows average handling with circled P under wrist, P on 
pistol grip and crossed cannon and boxed SA N.F.R (Springfield inspector Norman F Ramsey) proofs on 
left side above rear trigger guard leg and area of finish loss between rear sling loop and toe, canvas sling, 
US marked OD cloth rifle bag, 13" LOP, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0476 C&R

500

1249

Springfield 
Armory/Miltech 
US M1 Garand 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 2617321. 99% green/gray parkerized finish shows only very light handling, very good 
bore, ME gauge reads 00, barrel marked WA A 30/06 10, wood stock shows no handling with the 
exception of a small scratch on the top front edge of wrist against the rear of the receiver, leather sling, 
extra new leather sling, cleaning tools, U.C. bayonet in scabbard, 1 enbloc, manuals, video tape and 
wood storage case/crate from Miltech. 13 1/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0539 
C&R

600

1250

Springfield 
Armory US M1 
Garand Semi 
Automatic Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 1571326. Silver/gray parkerized finish shows light handling, fair rusty bore, ME gauge 
reads 00, barrel marked SA 12 53, unmarked wood stock shows average handling, leather sling. 13" LOP, 
7 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0545 C&R

500

1251

Winchester M1 
Carbine 
Paratrooper 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 129257. Gray patina, barrel marked Underwood 1-44 over flaming bomb and F P 
just ahead of bayonet lug, good bore, removable flash hider, paratrooper stock (replacement) shows 
light handling with upper handguard showing moderate/heavy handling, steel underfolding butt stock 
with canvas sling and oiler. 1-15 rnd magazine marked with U on spine. Good condition. 23-0600 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

400

1252

Springfield 
Armory US 
Model 1898 
Krag-Jorgensen 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-40 Krag, 30" bbl, SN 320366. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckling, good 
bore, flip up rear ladder sight, left side of receiver marked in two lines US / MODEL 1898 SPRINGFIELD 
ARMORY, brass tag on top of upper butt plate tang marked 1790 R.C. 214, wood stock shows light 
average handling with circled P under wrist. 13 3/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-
0645 C&R

350

1253 M1892 US Krag 
Rifle Bayonet

11 3/4" blade with fullers marked US on 1 side of ricasso and dated 1897 on reverse, steel cross guard 
and birds head pommel with working push button release, wood handle shows light/average handling 
with 2 rivets in steel scabbard with ball finial and steel hanger.

50

1254

Springfield 
Armory US 1898
/99 Krag-
Jorgensen 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-40 Krag, 22" bbl, SN 480261. 95% blue finish on barrel with receiver and magazine showing gray 
spotted patina, fair bore shows dark with minor pitting, left side of receiver marked in two lines US / 
MODEL 1898. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 480261. top of rear sight near screw marked 5, upper handguard 
has hump/ramp to front sight like the model 1899, wood stock shows light/average handling marked 
with script cartouche on left side above trigger dated 1902 and a circled P under wrist, 2 cleaning rod 
sections and oiler in butt stock trap, 13 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0549 C&R

350

1255

Rock Island 
Arsenal Model 
1903 Bolt Action 
Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 178886. 90% blue finish shows general thinning and scattered freckles, fair bore, ME 
gauge reads 10, muzzle marked SA with flaming bomb 8-20, flip up rear ladder sight, receiver ring 
marked in 4 lines US / ROCK ISLAND / ARSENAL / MODEL 1903, wood stock shows average handling with 
small wood repair on left side of magazine well with left side of butt marked 34 and right side of butt 
marked D. 12 3/4" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0647 C&R

200

1256

Rock Island 
Arsenal (RIA) 
M1905 Rifle 
Bayonet for 
Model 1903 
Rifles

16" blade with fullers marked R I A over flaming bomb 1912 on 1 side of ricasso and US 231550 on 
reverse with steel cross guard and birds head pommel with working push button release, wood handle 
shows light average handling with single screw in original canvas covered scabbard with good leather tip 
and steel belt hanger.

50

1257
Eddystone 
Model Of 1917 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-06, 26" bbl, SN 1006139. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on rear of receiver due to 
addition on Lyman rear peep sight, good bore, ME gauge reads 00, left side of receiver at magazine well 
and bolt handle marked with flaming bomb, wood stock shows average handling with left side marked 
76355 and RGAF. 13 3/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0447 C&R

200
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1258
Eddystone 
Model Of 1917 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-06, 26" bbl, SN 203870. Dark gray patina, good bore, ME gauge reads 05, muzzle marked E over 
flaming bomb 12-17, left side of receiver marked with flaming bomb, wood stock shows light/average 
handling marked 3K under wrist at rear of trigger guard. 13 3/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull with Remington 
1913 bayonet with 17" blade with fullers, marked 1913 7 16 over circled Remington on 1 side of ricasso 
and crown over BI A with crossed swords on reverse, steel cross guard and birds head pommel with 
working push button release and ribbed 2 screw wood handle. Good condition. 23-0644 C&R

250

1259

Savage US 
Marked Model 
720 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cylinder bore choke, SN 76902. 90% blue finish shows areas of scratches 
with a few minor nicks on left side upper front of receiver and a few areas of scattered freckling, good 
bore, left side of breech marked with P over bomb and left side of receiver marked P over bomb US 
wood stock and forearm show older refinish with RA-R on end of pistol grip. 14" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0652 C&R

250

1260
Fazakerley/CAI 
No4MK2 Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Britt, 25" bbl, SN UF55A11320. 99% black paint finish shows only light surplus rifle handling, good 
bore, dated 1955, wood stock shows light handling with canvas sling, 1-10 rnd magazine and original 
warehouse hang tag. shorty stock with 12 7/8" LOP, 8 lb + trigger pull. Very good condition. 23-0475 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

1261
Fazakerley/IAC 
No4MK2 Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Britt, 25" bbl, SN PF24787. 60% black paint finish on receiver with dark gray patina on barrel and 
bands, good bore, dated 8/49, wood stock shows moderate handling with small cracks on top of wrist at 
wristband and 4" crack in rear upper handguard, canvas sling, 1-10 rnd magazine. 13 1/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0546 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1262

Tokyo Arsenal 
Type 38 Arisaka 
Cavalry Carbine 
Bolt Action Rifle

6.5 Jap, 19" bbl, SN 113742. 95% blue finish shows general thinning, good bore, short flip up rear ladder 
sight, mum is partially ground off receiver however is still visible in its entirety, single steel barrel band 
held via spring anchors front sling loop on left side, wood stock shows light/average handling with a tight 
seam in butt, 13 1/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0649 C&R

150

1263
Tokyo Arsenal 
Type 38 Arisaka 
Bolt Action Rifle

6.5 Jap, 31 1/2" bbl, SN 1883110. 95% blue finish shows thing on crisp edges with scattered freckling, 
good bore, mum ground away leaving a flat area on receiver ring, flip up rear ladder sight, good sliding 
dust cover, wood stock shows light handling with slightly open stock seam. 13 1/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0642 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

1264 Japanese Early 
Type 30 Bayonet

15 5/8" blade with fullers marked with Tokyo arsenal symbol on 1 side of ricasso, steel cross guard with 
hooked quillon and birds head pommel with working push button release, 2 rivet wood handle shows 
light handling with crack on right scale at rear rivet, steel scabbard with ball finial shows minor denting, 
leather frog with top of retaining strap torn above buckle.

50

1265
Japanese ? Mid 
War Style 
Training Bayonet

14 1/2" blade with fullers, unmarked and unsharpened, blade shows moderate/heavy grinding marks, 
flat steel cross guard and birds head pommel with working push button release, wood handle marked 
2363 in steel scabbard with leather frog, back of frog marked with small area of Japanese characters. 
Bayonet closely resembles a type 30 but with a shorter unsharpened blade and slightly lesser angle on 
base of pommel.

30

1266

Hard To Find 
Nagoya Tera 
Type 2 Arisaka 
Paratrooper 
Rifle Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.7 Jap, 26" bbl, SN 7475. 80% blue finish shows freckling on most metal surfaces, fair bore should clean 
up with a bristle brush, flip up rear ladder sight with good anti aircraft wings, Good Mum, sliding dust 
cover, breaks down as it should with light surface rust on slip joint and wedge/lug, original steel cleaning 
rod and sling loops, wood stock shows average handling with large chip missing along right side at 
magazine floor plate, butt stock comb shows a fine line seam that may appear as a crack in the photos, 
comes with a early war type 30 bayonet with 15 1/2" blade with fullers on both sides, marked on ricasso 
with the symbols for Hikari Seiki Seisakusho (Prism Instrument Factory) steel cross guard with hooked 
quillon and steel bird's head pommel with push button release and 2 rivet wood handle in steel 
scabbard. These unique rifles are getting hard to find as the Japanese did not utilized many paratroopers 
after a huge fail in Sumatra with full size type 99 rifles being dropped separately after the paratroopers 
were dropped. Japan then went back to the drawing board and designed the type 2 so the paratroopers 
could carry the rifles along with them when they jumped, the only large scale drop after Sumatra was the 
battle of Leyte. Good condition. 23-0599 C&R

500

1267
Kokura Arsenal 
Type 44 Arisaka 
Carbine

6.5 Jap, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 02975 Series 1. 95% blue finish shows light handling with scattered freckles, good 
bore, partially ground mum, ladder type rear sight, under folding bayonet with 13" triangular blade 
mounted on steel forearm nose cap, steel barrel band and left side of butt stock hold steel sling loops, 
butt stock opener for cleaning rod compartment in butt plate(missing cleaning rod)woodstock shows light
/average handling with small bruised/chipped area on right side under rear sight base and nice tight 
stock seam. This little type 44 is in good good unmolested condition only missing the sliding dust cover 
and cleaning rod it would make a great addition to any military rifle collection. 13 1/4" LOP, 8 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-0618 C&R

500

1268
Japanese 
Samurai Style 
NCO Sword

6.5 Jap, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 02975 Series 1. 95% blue finish shows light handling with scattered freckles, good 
bore, partially ground mum, ladder type rear sight, under folding bayonet with 13" triangular blade 
mounted on steel forearm nose cap, steel barrel band and left side of butt stock hold steel sling loops, 
butt stock opener for cleaning rod compartment in butt plate(missing cleaning rod)woodstock shows light
/average handling with small bruised/chiped area on right side under rear sight base and nice tight stock 
seam. This little type 44 is in good good unmolested condition only missing the sliding dust cover and 
cleaning rod it would make a great addition to any military rifle collection. 13 1/4" LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0618 C&R

200

1269 Japanese 
Samurai Sword

27 3/4" blade with double fullers on each side of blade 1 wide and 1 narrow, 1 collar, 1 spacer, tusba 
guard, 1 spacer, cord wrapped handle with single menuki with damage to pommel and cordage, tang 
shows kanji on both sides missing pins in fiber scabbard with drag and splits in both edges.

200
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1270

Swiss 
Waffenfabrik 
Bern/ CAI 
Karabiner 
M1931

7.5x55 Swiss, 26" bbl, SN K3109971 916294. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on front 
sight and crisp edges, good bore, wood stock shows average handling with area of heavy nicks and dents 
around butt plate, 12 5/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0557 C&R

200

1271

Tokyo Arsenal 
Siamese Type 46
/66 Mauser Bolt 
Action Rifle

8x52, 29" bbl, NSN. Black/dark brown freckled patina, good bore, left side of receiver marked with 4 
stacked balls (Tokyo Arsenal) good sliding dust cover, sides of rear sight show the top of ramp ground 
down indicating the rifle was modernized to the new 8x52 spitzer type bullet from the original 8 x 50 
round nose, wood stock shows average handling with Arisaka style seam in butt, stock held via steel band 
with spring and steel nose piece with spring, good sling loops. When the Siamese were shopping for rifles 
they liked the German Mausers but they were priced too high so they went to the Japanese and 
contracted them to make a Mauser style rifle for them explaining the sliding dust cover and the crack
/seam in butt stock as on the Arisaka. 13 1/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0616 C&R

240

1272

Deutsche 
Waffen Und 
Munitions 
GEW98 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 29 1/4" bbl, SN 1496C. Gray/brown patina, fair bore, matching numbers on receiver and barrel 
with floor plate number being struck and renumbered to match with non matching number bolt, receiver 
ring dated 1907, wood stock shows light handling. 13" LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0646 C&R

250

1273
German Erfurt 
Sawback 
Mauser Bayonet

9 1/2" blade with fullers and saw back spine marked Erfurt with crown on 1 side of ricasso, steel cross 
guard and birds head pommel with working push button release, wood 2 rivet handle shows average 
handling in steel scabbard with ball finial and single screw throat marked 42 CUL

50

1274

BCD (Gustloff 
Werke) 98 
Mauser Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 24" bbl, SN 6078. Dark gray patina, good bore, receiver ring marked bcd 41 on top with 
waffenamt XII on left side, left side of breech at rear of rear sight marked with large waffenamt and 
several small ones, hooded front sight, matching numbers on receiver, rear sight base and slide and 
adjuster, bolt, safety, floor plate, floor plate housing and forearm nose cap, laminated wood stock shows 
average handling with leather sling. 13" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0648 C&R

400

1275
Danzig KAR98 
Mauser Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 24" bbl, SN 4274. Dark gray patina, good bore, receiver ring marked with crown Danzig 1909 
with several proofs on each side, matching numbers on receiver, bolt, safety, rear sight base, barrel 
band, forearm nose cap, floor plate, floor plate housing, mag follower, trigger guard screw and stacking 
stud, wood stock shows average handling. 13" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0641 C&R

300

1276 Simson & Co 
Mauser Bayonet

20 5/8" blade with fullers, marked Simson & Co Suhl on 1 side of ricasso and proofed and marked 05 on 
base of spine, steel cross guard and birds head pommel with working push button release, ribbed wood 2 
rivet handle shows average handling in leather sheath with steel tip and ball finial and steel single screw 
throat.

50

1277 WKC Mauser 
Bayonet

10" blade with fullers, marked WKC on 1 side of ricasso and 8754 on reverse with 39 on base of spine, 
steel cross guard and birds head pommel with working push button release, ribbed wood 2 screw handle 
shows average handling in steel WKC marked scabbard with single screw throat and ball finial.

50

1278
German RAD 
Labor Service 
Hewer

9 5/8" blade with fullers marked GES. GESCH. RAD upside down triangle and Circular CARL EICHORN 
SOLINGEN with seated squirrel on 1 side of ricasso and URBEIT ADELT (work ennobles) on opposite side 
of blade, SN 989 on base of handle and matching number on scabbard throat, fluted cross guard and 
steel eagle beak pommel with 2 screw antler handle in metal scabbard with 2 screw throat missing 1 
screw and slight denting and damage to spade patterned tip guard missing screws. Good condition.

200

1279

Scarce German 
TENO 
(Technische 
Nothilfe) 
Subordinate 
Hewer

9 7/8" blade with fullers marked GES. GESCH. with Eagle and ORIGINAL EICHORN SOLINGEN and seated 
squirrel with sword on 1 side of ricasso serial number 5529 on reverse, good red leather washer, eagle 
cross guard with single side rain guard and eagle eye/head pommel with 2 screw white handle scales in 
matching number metal scabbard with 2 screw throat and 2 screw tip guard with ball finial. Very good 
condition.

1000

1280

Dutch 
Beaumont 
M1871/88 Bolt 
Action Rifle

11.3x52R, 23" bbl, SN F781. Dark brown/gray patina, fair bore, rifle was converted from the single shot 
configuration of the model 1871 to use the Vetterli style magazine system of 1888, left side of breech 
dated 1877, wood stock shows moderate handling with FM carved into right side of forearm with right 
side of butt showing remnants of the circular William III proof, stock held via a single steel band with 
spring. 13 1/2" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. Antique

100

1281 Steyr M95/30 
Bolt Action Rifle

8x56R, 30" bbl, SN 7827Q. Dark gray patina, fair bore, flip up rear ladder sight, front sight missing blade 
has base only, top of breech marked S (designates rechambering from the original 8x50R to the 8x56R 
starting in 1930 Hence the M95/30 designation) matching numbers on receiver, barrel and stock, bolt is 
very stiff, Oak wood stock shows heavy handling with deep denting and gouges. Possibly missing some 
small parts. Good condition. 22-1979 C&R

200

1282

French 
Chatellerault 
MLE 1907-15 
Bolt Action Rifle

8x50mm, 31 1/2" bbl, SN 81487. 90% blue finish shows scattered freckling, good bore, flip up rear ladder 
sight, barrel marked MA C 1916 on right rear, wood stock shows average handling. 13 1/8" bbl, 7 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0643 C&R

150

1283 French 1907-15 
Bayonet 13 5/8" cruciform blade, steel handle with push button release in steel tubular scabbard 40

1284
French St 
Etienne 1877 
Gras Bayonet

20 1/2" blade with T spine, steel cross guard with hooked quillon and brass birds head pommel and 
working push button release, 2 rivet wood handle shows older refinish in steel scabbard with ball finial. 40
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1285

FNA-B (Brescia) 
Italian 91/24 
Moschetto TS 
(Special Troop 
Carbine) Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5x52mm, 18" bbl, SN RA84389. 95% blue finish shows thinning on barrel with minor scuffs and 
scratches on receiver, good bore, breech marked FNA-B and oval crown over shield proof, matching 
number woodstock shows light handling with a tight crack on left side above trigger. 12 5/8" LOP, 5 1/2 
lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0651 C&R

100

1286 Italian Model 
1891 Bayonet

11 3/4" blade with fullers, marked C GNUTTI on 1 side of ricasso, steel cross guard and birds head 
pommel with working push button release, 2 rivet wood handle shows crack on left scale in brass tipped 
leather sheath with leather frog

40

1287

Unmarked 
Italian Model 
M1891 Carcano 
Cavalry Carbine 
Bolt Action Rifle

6.5x52mm, 17" BBL, SN ST2720. 85% blue finish shows moderate frost texture on barrel with scattered 
freckling on receiver, good bore, under folding bayonet with 12 1/2" blade, receiver and breech show no 
markings, matching number woodstock shows average handling with area of scratches and abrasions on 
right side of wrist with leather sling. 12 5/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0650 C&R

100

1288

Scarce Grazian 
Verona Fascist 
Youth Rifle 
Training /Drill 
Rifle

6.8mm bore 14 1/2" bbl, SN IR53803. This scaled down copy of the M91 6.5 Carcano rifle (29 3/4" over 
all) was made as a training/drill rifle for boys was made to fire blanks only and never intended to be able 
to fire live ammo as the receiver is made from a lightweight alloy. wood stock shows light handling, 
under folding bayonet with blunt point, Good condition. Antique

100

1289 Drill/Training 
Rifle

unmarked non firing drill/training rifle, bore is not drilled all the way, breech uses the bolt to set a spring 
system to make the rifle cock and trigger work (no ammo can be chambered) wood stock shows small 
cracks at butt plate and forearm nose cap, rifle measures 43 1/2" over all. Good condition.

50

1290

Remington 
Model 1903 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 3297789. 98% heavy reblue finish shows light freckling on most metal surfaces, good 
bore, Weaver style scope bases, wood stock with schnabel style forearm shows average handling with 
area of nicks on edge of cheek piece, 13 3/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-0519

100

1291

Japanese Toyo 
Kogyo Type 99 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.7 Jap, 26" bbl, SN 9989. 95% blue finish shows light handling with a few scattered light freckles, good 
bore, original front sight and rear sight base (only) with added rear peep sight, good mum, cut down 
wood stock shows older refinish with nice tight seam. 12 1/2" LOP, 7 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 
23-0619

80

1292

Canadian Cooey 
Model 82 
Military Trainer 
Bolt Action Rifle

.22, 26 3/4" bbl, SN T1563. Barrel cleaned to silver/gray with receiver and barrel bands showing 50% very 
thin blue finish, good bore, wood stock shows moderate handling. 13 1/4" LOP, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 23-0581 C&R

50

1293

Palmetto State 
Armory PA-15 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

5.56/Multi, 16" bbl, SN SCB162050. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, flash hider, A2 front sight,
tach rail receiver ready to mount sights/optics, colapsable butt stock with ribbed synthetic forearm and 
checkered rubber pistol grip, 1- 30 rnd magazine. New unfired without box. Excellent condition. 23-0490 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

250

1294
Stag Arms Stag-
15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN 292264. 98% matte black finish shows light scuffs on barrel and a few small spots of 
loss on rear edge of upper where buffer tube meets, good bore, flash hider, flat top receiver with tach 
rail and unmarked untested red dot, ribbed forearm, textured MFT pistol grip and collapsible stock, 1-20 
rnd Simmonds Prec steel magazine. Good condition. 23-0615 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

1295
Colt AR-15 SP1 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.223 Rem, 20" bbl, SN SP11980. 98% matte gray/black finish, good bore, flash hider, A2 carry handle 
sights, triangular forearm with vents on top and bottom, checkered pistol grip, synthetic butt stock, 1- 
plastic 30 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-0636 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

350

1296

Les Baer Custom 
.264 LBC-AR 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.264 LBC. 20" bbl, SN LBR 005669. Heavy stainless bull barrel, very good bore, matte black finish on 
receiver and forearm show only light handling, Cabela's 4-16x52 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear 
optics, folding extendable bipod and forward hand stop, dark gray/black synthetic butt stock with 
checkered pistol grip shows only light handling. No magazine. The .264 LBC cartridge was created by Les 
Baer Custom as a clone to the 6.5 Grendel (I believe that the 6.5 Grendel ammo is interchangeable with 
the 264 LBC ammo but it's up to you to confirm if you want use Grendel ammo or not). No magazine 
(should work with any AR mag for 6.5 Grendel) Very good condition. 23-0442

500

1297
Bushmaster XM-
15-E2S Semi 
Automatic Rifle

223/5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN BFI436411. Matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, A2 front 
sight and A2 rear sight/carry handle with quick detachable 4x mil-dot scope (Colt clone) with clear optics, 
flash hider, collapsible stock with ribbed forearm and folding adjustable bipod and rubber finger groove 
pistol grip, 1-20 rnd magazine with dust cap. Good condition. 23-0544 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

1298

Bushmaster XM-
15-E2S CMP 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

223/5.56, 20" bbl, SN L225615. Matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, A2 front and A2 
carry handle/rear sight, right side of mag well marked with the Civilian Marksmanship Program logo and 
CMP on right side of receiver just below rear sight adjuster, heavy weighted synthetic stock and ribbed 
forearm with checkered pistol grip, leather sling, 1-30 rnd magazine and yellow empty chamber flag. 
Good condition. 23-0543 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300
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1299
DS Arms SA58 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x51, 21 1/2" bbl, SN DSA45085. 98% matte black finish shows light/average handling with minor 
scuffing on barrel and flash hider, good bore, swinging top carry handle, synthetic stock, pistol grip and 
semi triangular forearm show light handling, 2-20 rnd magazines, papers and case. Very good condition. 
23-0437 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

400

1300

Derya Arms/RIA 
Imports VR60 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 20" bbl, 3" chamber, cylinder bore choke tube with extra full and mod tubes, SN R041616. Matte 
black finish on barrel shows light/average handling, good bore, 1 piece gray polymer stock with pistol 
grip and quad tach rails, black plastic A2 style sights, 1-10 rnd and 2-5 rnd magazines, papers and factory 
cardboard box. Very good condition. 23-0438 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

1300A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

1301

Panzer/PW 
Arms AR-Twelve 
Pro Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga, 18 1/2" bbl, SN MT-20-02237. 98% matte black finish shows only light handling with 2 small 
scratches on left side of handguard, good bore, threaded muzzle, full length flat top tach rail for 
accessory mounting, flip up sights, ventilated forearm/handguard, pistol grip, adjustable comb on stock, 
1-5 rnd magazine, and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-1540

150

1302
IWI Tavor SAR-
FD16 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN T0023715. 100% matte black finish on barrel and tach rails, good bore, Bushnell 
Banner 3-9x40 scope with center ring crosshair and clear optics show small abrasion on horizontal turret 
cap, flash hider, Flat Desert earth synthetic stock shows no handling with 1-28 rnd magazine, sling, tool 
kit, papers and original cardboard box. Excellent condition. 23-0559 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

1303
Smith & Wesson 
DA38 Double 
Action Revolver

38 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 60951. 40% blue finish shows general thinning with most of the barrel showing a 
gray patina, fair bore, hammer does not hold when using as single action, double action works as it 
should, grooved cylinder with double rows of cylinder stops, recurved trigger guard, checkered marbled 
(brown/black) hard rubber grips with S&W logo show light handling. Good condition. Antique

100

1304

Jukar 
Philadelphia 
Derringer 
Percussion Pistol

.45, 2 1/4" bbl, SN 3471. Gray patina, very good bore, strong back action holods half and full cock, brass 
trigger, trigger guard and escutcheons, wood birds head stock shows light handling. Good condition. 
Antique.

80

1305
CMC New 
Orleans Ace 
Percussion Pistol

.45, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 51406A. Gray patina on barrel and hammer with aged brass receiver, ramrod and rod 
guides, good bore, strong lock holds full cock, birds head wood grip shows light/average handling. Good 
condition. Antique

60

1306

Antique Saw 
Handle 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Composite 
Target Pistol

.32, 12 1/4" stepped barrel, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, Strong W Richards lock holds 1 position 
only, wood saw handle stock shows average handling. Fair condition. Antique 80

1307

Pietta 1858 
Remington 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 8" bbl, SN 217785. dark brown finish shows average handling with moderate cylinder drag line and 
areas of oxidation at nipples and cylinder stops, Date code BH (1996), hammer holds on half and full 
cock, cylinder advances as it should, wood grips show average handling.

80

1308

Antique Colt 
1860 Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 8" bbl, SN 84633 (made 1862) gray/silver patina, fair bore, top of the barrel marked ADDRESS COL. 
SAML COLT NEW-YORK US AMERICA in 1 line, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip 
strap and barrel wedge, surface of rabbeted cylinder is badly worn with only traces of naval scene and SN 
visible, left side of barrel at wedge marked C, left side of frame marked COLTS PATENT, cylinder advances 
and indexes as it should, hammer holds on cock, wood grips show average handling with chips in butt 
edges, left scale shows faint script cartouche. Good condition. Antique

250

1309

Antique Colt 
1851 Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" octagon bbl, SN.150511 (made 1863) dark gray patina, fair bore, top of the barrel marked 
ADDRESS COL. SAML COLT NEW-YORK US AMERICA in 1 line, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger 
guard and grip strap, left side of frame marked COLT'S PATENT, left side of trigger guard marked 36 CAL, 
cylinder engraved with naval scene, cylinder advances and indexes as it should, hammer holds on cock, 
wood grips show light/average handling. Good condition. Antique

200

1310

Antique Colt 
1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 4" bbl octagon bbl, SN 104930 (made 1855) gray patina, good bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS 
SAML COLT / NEW YORK CITY in two lines, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip strap, 
barrel wedge and cylinder, left side of frame marked COLTS PATENT, cylinder engraved with stage coach 
scene, advances and indexes as it should, hammer holds on cock, wood grips show light/average 
handling. Good condition. Antique

200

1311

Antique Colt 
1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 6" octagon bbl, SN 145453 (made 1858) 85% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning with 
scattered light freckles with dark gray/patina on the frame and cylinder, trigger guard and backstrap 
showing most of the original silver plating, very good bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS SAML COLT / 
NEW YORK CITY in two lines, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip strap, cylinder, 
loading lever and barrel wedge, nice clear engraved stage coach scene on cylinder, left side of frame 
marked COLTS PATENT, advances and indexes as it should, hammer holds on cock, wood grips show light 
handling with a few small chips on butt edges. Very good condition, this is one of the nicest 1849's we've 
had in quite a while. Antique

300

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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1312

Antique Colt 
1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 5" octagon bbl, SN 57102 (made 1853) 80% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning with 
scattered light freckles with dark gray/patina on the frame and cylinder, trigger guard and backstrap still 
showing 50% silver plating, very good bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS SAML COLT / NEW YORK CITY 
in two lines, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip strap, cylinder, loading lever and 
barrel wedge, nice clear engraved stage coach scene on cylinder, left side of frame marked COLTS 
PATENT, advances and indexes as it should, hammer holds on cock, wood grips show light handling with 
period correct holster (poor condition) and letter from gunsmith about repairs made and condition of 
revolver dated 10/2016. Very good condition. Antique

300

1313

Antique Colt 
1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 6" octagon bbl, SN 153917 (made 1859) gray patina, fair bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS SAML 
COLT / NEW YORK CITY in two lines, matching numbers on frame, barrel, cylinder, trigger guard, grip 
strap and barrel wedge, engraved stage coach scene on cylinder is barely visible, cylinder and barrel are 
loose, left side of frame marked COLTS PATENT, advances as it should with indexing being slightly off, 
hammer holds on cock, wood grips show light/average handling with minor chips on butt edges. Good 
condition. Antique

200

1314

Antique Colt 
1849 London 
Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 4" bbl, octagon bbl, SN 3712. Dark gray patina, good bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS COL COLT / 
LONDON in 2 lines, left side of frame marked COLT'S PATENT, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger 
guard, grip strap, loading lever and cylinder, crown proofs on barrel and cylinder, advances and indexes 
as it should, hammer holds on cock, wood grips show average handling with chip on lower left front 
corner at base of frame and moderate denting. Good condition. Antique

150

1315

Antique Colt 
1862 Pocket 
Navy Cal 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 5 7/16" octagon bbl, SN 8844 (made 1862) gray/silver patina, good bore, top of barrel marked 
ADDRESS COL. SAML COLT NEW-YORK USA in 1 line, left side of frame marked COLTS PATENT, left side of 
trigger guard marked 36 CAL. matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip strap, cylinder and 
barrel wedge (very loose) rabbeted cylinder shows only traces of engraving, advances and indexes as it 
should, wood grips show light handling with denting on butt edges, Good condition. Antique

200

1316

Scarce Antique 
Colt Model 1862 
Pocket Navy 
Conversion 
Single Action 
Revolver

.38 Rimfire, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 311515. Silver/gray patina, good bore, top of barrel marked in 2 lines COLT'S 
PT. F. A. MFG CO / hARTFORD CT USA, left side of frame marked in 2 lines PAT JULY 25, 1871 / PAT JULY 
2, 1872, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grips trap and cylinder, engraved rabbeted 
cylinder, brass trigger guard and grips strap show only small traces of silver plating, hammer shows 80% 
case color finish, advances and indexes as it should, wood grips show average handling. Very good 
condition. Antique

300

1317

Antique Colt 
1862 Police 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 3012 (made 1861) gray/silver patina, good bore, top of barrel marked ADDRESS COL. 
SAML COLT NEW-YORK US AMERICA in 1 line left side of frame marked COLT'S PATENT, and PAT SEPT 
10TH 1850 in 1 of the cylinder flutes, 1/2 fluted rabbeted cylinder, matching numbers on frame, barrel, 
grips strap, trigger guard and barrel wedge, brass trigger guard and backstrap show small areas of silver 
plating, barrel wedge and barrel are slightly loose, advances and indexes as it should on 4 of the 5 
chambers with the 5th intermittently hanging up, wood grips show light handling. Good condition. 
Antique

200

1318
Antique Colt 
Open Top (Old 
Model)

22 Short, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 83768 (made 1875) 98% nickel finish on barrel and cylinder shows only light 
handling with a few light freckles, fair bore, brass frame shows no plating remaining, matching numbers 
on frame and barrel, advances and indexes as it should, wood birdshead grips show light/average 
handling. Very good condition. Antique

150

1319
Antique Colt 
Open Top (Old 
Model)

22 Short, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 61806 (made 1875) 90% nickel finish shows average handling with areas of loss 
on brass frame, fair bore, matching numbers on frame and barrel, advances and indexes as it should 
approx 80% of the time with occasional skips, wood birdshead grips show light/average handling. Good 
condition. Antique.

100

1320

Very Early 
Antique Colt 
Open Top (Early 
Model)

22 Short, 2 7/8" bbl, SN 981 (Made 1871) silver/gray patina on barrel and cylinder, fair bore, brass frame 
shows no plating, early model with ejector rod, advances and indexes as it should but has very heavy 
trigger pull to release, wood birdshead grips show light/average handling. Good condition. Antique.

100

1320A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

1321
Antique Colt 
Open Top (Old 
Model)

22 Short, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 76955 (1875) dark brown patina on barrel and cylinder with dark aged patina on 
brass frame, poor bore, matching numbers on frame and barrel, advances and indexes as it should, wood 
birds head grips show moderate handling with deep denting on right scale. Good condition. Antique

100

1322

Antique Colt 
1877 Thunderer 
Double Action 
Revolver

41 Colt, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 77344 (made 1890) gray patina, fair bore, advances and indexes as it should, 
matching numbers on frame, trigger guard, grip strap and cylinder, checkered grips show average 
handling with areas of the checkering worn very thin, period correct lightly tooled leather holster. Good 
condition. Antique.

250

1323 Ottoman 
Flintlock Pistol

.60 bore, 9 5/8" octagon to round bbl with single wedding band transition, NSN. Gray patina, fair bore, 
engraved barrel and lock, touch hole does not appear to be drilled all the way into the barrel, breech 
shows no erosion around touch hole, lock does not hold with hammer being loose and ribbed frizzen 
showing on a couple of very faint strikes, fauxe ramrod carved into the wood stock, plated brass pommel 
shows minor denting and poor fitment, pistol appears to be a Kyber pass type tourist/decorator pistol 
with hobbyist wooden case and 13 lead balls. Fair condition. Antique

50
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1324

Cased Belgian 
Dueling Pistol 
Set Of 2 
Matched Pairs 
(4 Pistols total)

Pistols 1 & 2 are both .493 bores, 9 1/4" octagon damascus barrels, gray/brown patina with very good 
bores with approx 50-60 rifling grooves, very good bores, barrels have hooked breech plugs for easy 
barrel removal, both pistols are only marked with oval ELG Liege Belgian proofs, strong lightly engraved 
case color locks 1 holds on half and full cock 1 holds only on full cock, adjustable triggers with engraved 
trigger guards, lock bolsters and pommel caps, checkered wood stocks with carved forearm cap and 
pommels show only light handling with shallow denting around single barrel wedges with 1 pistol having 
a fine 1/2" crack on right side of barrel channel at rear edge of carved forearm nose cap. Pistols 3 & 4 are 
both screw barrels with .429 bores, fair smooth bores, 1 3/4" bbls, strong engraved center hammer locks 
with fire blued hammers hold on half and full cock, both marked on bottom of receivers 51 over a crown 
over AF with oval ELG Liege Belgian proofs, engraved trigger guards, small wood birds head style grips 
show light handling. The whole package comes in a nice green felt lined wood case with a full assortment 
of accoutrements including combination ball mould and barrel key for the screwed barrels pistols, ball 
mould for the large dueling pistols, wood cleaning/patch rod, wood loading rod (nail repaired crack) 
wooden loading mallet, brass and horn powder flask and turned wood mini barrel for storing percussion 
caps, It's hard to find a set as complete as this one. This set is very reminiscent of James Purdey's or H W 
Mortimer styles. Very good condition. Antique

500

1325

Navy Arms
/Uberti 1851 
Colt Army 
Model 60 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 36164. 99% blue finish on barrel and cylinder, very good bore, brass frame shows 
slight aging with a few minor scratches on bottom of grip strap, loading lever and hammer show 90% 
case color, date code XX9 (1973) wood grips show only very light handling in original box with Remington 
pattern .36 cal powder flask new in box. Very good condition. Antique

80

1326

Lyman/Uberti 
1858 Remington 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 28040. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckles with moderate cylinder drag line, 
good bore, date code XX8 (1972) wood grips show moderate handling with numerous shallow dents, 
Good condition. Antique

70

1327
Bacon MFG Co. 
Spur Trigger 
Pocket Revolver

.32 rimfire, 5" octagon bbl, SN 25. Silver/gray patina, good bore, engraved cylinder and frame, advances 
and indexes as it should, wood grips show average handling. Very good condition. Antique 100

1328
L.W. Pond Tip 
Up Pocket Single 
Action Revolver

.32 rimfire, 4" octagon bbl, SN L255. Gray/silver patina, fair bore, advances and indexes as it should, spur 
trigger, square butt wood grips show light/average handling. Good condition. Antique 100

1329
Antique 
Lefaucheux 
Pinfire Revolver

9mm bore, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 105020. Gray/brown patina with moderate pitting, fair bore, hammer spur is 
broken off making it very hard to cock and does not hold on cock, cylinder does not advance, folding 
trigger, wood grips show average handling with steel lanyard ring. Fair condition. Antique

50

1330
Belgian? Double 
Barrel Pinfire 
Pistol

11mm bores, 4 5/8" bbls, NSN. Gray patina, poor bores, right hammer holds cock and drops trigger, left 
hammer does not hold and trigger does not fold up, fluted wood grips show average handling with steel 
pommel and lanyard ring. Fair condition. Antique

60

1331
Belgian? Double 
Barrel Pinfire 
Pistol

11mm bores, 4 5/8" bbls, NSN. Gray patina, poor bores, both hammers hold on cock and drop triggers 
when cocked, fluted wood grips show average handling with steel pommel and lanyard ring stud missing 
ring. Good condition. Antique

60

1332

Armi San Marco 
Colt Walker 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 9" bbl, SN 29406. Silver/stainless finish on barrel and engraved cylinder, good bore, frame and 
loading lever show 80% case color with light freckling on loading lever, flat sides barrel have gold tone 3 
dimensional eagle emblems, of brass square back trigger guard, advances and indexes as it should, wood 
grips show light/average handling with hobbyist wood case with powder flask and measure, ball mould, 2 
small tins for caps and approx 50 lead balls. Good condition. Antique.

120

1333

Colt 
Blackpowder 
Series 1860 
Army Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 8" bbl, SN 202559. 100% blue finish on barrel and cylinder, very good bore, 90% case color on frame 
and loading lever with brass round back trigger guard, engraved rabbeted cylinder, wood grips show no 
handling with papers in original cardboard box. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. Antique

200

1334

Pietta 1858 
Remington 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 8" bbl, SN R390305. 99% blue finish on engraved barrel, loading lever and cylinder show light 
handling with faint cylinder drag line, good bore, engraved coin nickel color frame and brass trigger 
guard, hammer holds and cylinder advances as it should, no visible date code, wood grips show very light 
handling. Very good condition. Antique

70

1335
Colt 1860 Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 8" bbl,SN 57002. (made 1862) silver/gray patina, good bore, top of barrel marked in a single line 
ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW YORK US AMERICA, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, grip 
strap, cylinder and barrel wedge, naval scene engraved on rabbeted cylinder, hammer holds on cock, 
cylinder advances as it should, wood grips shows light handling with script cartouche on both sides, Good 
condition. Antique

250

1336

Starr Model 
1863 Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 8"bbl, SN 27990. Gray/brown patina, fair bore, left side of frame marked in 1 line STARR ARMS Co. 
NEW YORK, and 1 line of right side STARR'S PATENT JAN 15 1856, hammer holds on cock and cylinder 
advances as it should, wood grips show average handling with numerous dents. Good condition. Antique

250

1337

Remington 1858 
New Model 
Percussion 
Revolver

36, 7 3/8" bbl, SN 34576. 60% blue finish on octagon barrel shows general thinning with loss on most 
edges, fair bore, frame and cylinder show gray/brown patina, top of barrel marked in 3 lines PATENTED 
SEPT 14 1859 / REMINGTON & SONS ILLION NEW YORK USA / NEW-MODEL, hammer holds on cock and 
cylinder advances as it should, wood grips how light average handling. Good condition. Antique

200
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1338

H Aston & Co 
Model US 1842 
Army Percussion 
Pistol

54, 8 1/2" bbl, NSN. Silver/gray patina, fair bore, brass front sight, barrel band/bolster, trigger guard and 
pommel/back strap, strong lock holds on half and full cock with lock plate marked in 2 lines US / HASTON 
CO under nipple bolster and in 3 lines vertically on lock plate tail MIDDtn / CONN / 1851, captive pivoting 
ramrod, breech marked US over GW over P, wood stock shows light/average handling with small crack 
on right side at rear of lock plate. Good condition. Antique

250

1339 Unmarked 
Flintlock Pistol

.679 bore, 7 1/2" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, strong unmarked lock holds on half and full 
cock, brass trigger guard, grip cap marked TP and rod thimble, wood ramrod, wood stock shows average 
handling with older refinish with areas of blushing/graying. Good condition. Antique

100

1340 Ottoman 
Doglock Pistol

.555 bore, 11 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina on barrel, fair bore, strong doglock holds on half and full 
cock but is loose and moves when pistol is cocked, ribbed frizzen shows very little hammer wear, 
oversized touch hole with moderate erosion, heavily decorated brass stock with rat tail pommel and 
copper forearm pin shows nice dak patina. Good condition. Antique

100

1341
Flintlock Center 
Hammer Muff 
Pistol

.249 bore, 1 3/4" bbl, NSN. Gray patina, good bore with very deep prominent rifling, cannon muzzle 
barrel, strong center hammer lock holds on half and full cock, lock side plates engraved with small bird 
(these little pistols were often called Hummingbird guns due to their small size) over all length of pistol is 
only 4 1/2", small checkered wood bag style grip shows average handling. Very good condition. Antique

150

1342
Flintlock Center 
Hammer Screw 
Barrel Pistol

.439 bore, 1 1/2" bbl, NSN. Gray patina, good bore, barrel unscrews easily, strong center hammer 
flintlock lowers hammer as cocked, lock hold only intermittently (feels sludged up/dirty) checkered wood 
bag style grips show light/average handling.

150

1343
Brass Belgian 
Center Hammer 
Percussion Pistol

.411 bore, 2 3/8" bbl, NSN. Brass 1 piece barrel and frame, good bore, strong center hammerlock holds 
on half and full cock, marked with ELG Belgian proof on left side, wood grip shows light/average 
handling. Nearly a match to the following lot. Good condition. Antique

100

1344
Brass Belgian 
Center Hammer 
Percussion Pistol

.411 bore, 2 3/8" bbl, NSN. Brass 1 piece barrel and frame, good bore, strong center hammerlock holds 
on half and full cock, marked with ELG Belgian proof on left side, wood grip shows light/average handling 
with minor cracks at frame. Nearly a match to the prior lot. Good condition. Antique

100

1345

Bacon & Co 
Underhammer 
Screw Barrel 
Percussion Pistol

.36, 3" bbl, SN 16. Gray/silver patina, fair bore, octagon to round barrel marked on left flat BACON & CO / 
NORWICH CT in 2 lines, and CAST STEEL on the next lower flat, engraved receiver with strong 1 position 
hammer holds as it should, barrel is easy to unthread, wood grips show average handling. Good 
condition. Antique

100

1346
Ethan Allen & 
Co Side Hammer 
Revolver

22 Short, 2 3/8" octagon bbl, SN 1984. Gray patina, fair bore, left barrel flat marked in 2 lines ETHAN 
ALLEN & CO WORCHESTER / ALLEN'S PAT'S SEP 7, NOV 9 1858 SEP 24 1861, hammer holds cock and 
cylinder advances as it should, wood birds head grips show average handling. Good condition. Antique

100

1347

Thompson 
Center Pre 
Warning 
Hawken 
Flintlock Rifle

50, 29" bbl, SN K 166623. Gray/blue finish on barrel shows general thinning, good bore, strong case color 
lock holds on half and full cock, adjustable set trigger, brass furniture including patchbox, trigger guard, 
wedge pin and escutcheon, forearm nose cap, butt plate and ramrod thimbles show nice aged patina, 
wood stock shows light/average handling, wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique

200

1348
CVA (Spain) 
Hawken 
Flintlock Rifle

50, 28" bbl, SN 91 761311. 98% blue finish shows light average handling with a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, strong case color lock holds on half and full cock, adjustable set trigger, brass furniture 
including patchbox, trigger guard, forearm nose cap, wedge pin escutcheon, ramrod thimbles and butt 
plate show light tarnishing, woodstock shows light/average handling. Good condition. Antique

170

1349 Contemporary 
Flintlock Rifle

.56 bore, 42" bbl NSN. 98% dark browned finish shows only light handling, good bore, top barrel flat 
marked H.W.Lyons, strong browned lock holds on half and full cock, adjustable set trigger, brass furniture 
including 4 pc domed patchbox, trigger guard, nose cap, thimbles and furel, eagle inlay on cheek piece, 
oval inlay on top of wrist, 8 barrel pin sections, toe guard and butt plate, full one piece tiger maple stock 
shows average handling. Good condition. Antique

250

1350
Nepalese 
Brunswick 
Percussion Rifle

.705 bore, 35 3/4" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, 2 leaf flip up rear sight, bayonet lug on right 
side of muzzle, nipple bolster shows heavy tool/hammer marking, strong back action lock holds on half 
and full cock, barrel and lock are unmarked with the only marking on rifle being the nepalese on the 
brass trigger guard, brass furniture including patchbox (stuck closed), trigger guard, forearm nose cap, 
butt plate, thimbles and wedge pin escutcheons, steel ramrod and sling loops, wood stock shows 
moderate handling with small crack on left side at lock bolt and at butt plate. Sword bayonet with 
unmarked 21 3/4" blade, brass crossguard/knuckle bow with single rain guard, brass handle with steel 
push button release, no scabbard. The specs on these Nepalese rifles vary greatly as they were all hand 
made. Good condition. Antique.

120

1351 Contemporary 
Flintlock Rifle

.40, 38" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/gray patina on barrel, good bore (with dust bunnies and dirt) top flat 
marked Rich Hujsa 1974, brass blade front sight with iron non adjustable rear, brass touch hole liner, 
strong unmarked lock holds on half and full cock with single trigger, poor boy style wood stock shows 
average handling with small cracks/air checking on right side of butt, metal heel guard, rifle appears to 
have never had a butt plate of toe guard, wood ramrod with 2 metal thimbles, metal trigger guard. Good 
condition. Antique

200
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1352

Harpers Ferry 
US Model 1816 
Type III 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Musket

.69, 42" bbl, NSN. Cleaned to armory bright finish shows shallow pitting, good bore (smooth bore with 
dust and dirt) converted from flintlock to percussion via 2nd US/Belgian alteration with lock plate filled in 
with brass and cone and nipple added to breech, strong lock holds half and full cock with lock plate 
marked in three lines Harpers / Ferry / 1843 vertically on tail with spread eagle and shield holding olive 
branch and arrows over US, side of hammer marked 2AA2, upper tang dated 1837, barrel held via 2 steel 
bands and nose cap with springs nose cap holds front sight on rear loop, front band holds front steel sling 
loop, steel trigger guard ball shaped bolster on front leg holds rear sling loop, steel ramrod, unmarked 
wood stock shows average handling with only a scratched/carved H at rear of lower tang, steel butt plate 
marked US on top tang. Good condition. Antique

250

1353

M.T.Wickham 
US Model 1816 
Flintlock 
Contract Musket

.69, 42" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown spotted patina, fair bore (smooth bore) appears to have been reconverted 
back to its original; flintlock configuration with ride side of breech showing very square/flat face with 
virtually no erosion around flash hole, breech marked US over JM over recessed toothed circle P and 
dated 1834 on upper tang, strong lock holds on half and full cock, with lock plate marked in two lines 
PHILA / 1834 vertically on tail and US / M.T.Wickham in two lines just forward of hammer, barrel held via 
2 steel bands and nose cap with springs nose cap holds front sight on rear loop, front band holds front 
steel sling loop, steel trigger guard ball shaped bolster on front leg holds rear sling loop, barrel bands and 
springs show moderate/heavy pitting, wood stock shows average handling with chip missing on right side 
at front edge of lock plate, script oval cartouche on left side above trigger, script oval cartouche on top of 
comb just forward of US marked steel butt plate tang, small US? stamping at base of trigger guard rear 
tang, missing ramrod. Good condition. Antique.

300

1354
Antique 
Percussion 
Longrifle

.40 bore, 39 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/black patina, fair bore, strong lock does not hold with deeply 
pitted lock plate making name unreadable, set trigger, full length tiger stripe Maple wood stock shows 
moderate handling with multiple cracks and missing sections along barrel channel, and brake through 
approx 12" from muzzle and a few cracks at butt plate with backwards opening brass pineapple style 
patch box on right side of butt with a few old lead balls, and small round patchbox on left side of butt 
with a few old percussion caps, brass trigger guard and ramrod thimbles with wood rod. Fair condition. 
Antique.

100

1355

Antique 1870 
Springfield/Allin 
Trapdoor Rifle 
Conversion

50-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 37978. Dark gray/brown patina, good bore, breech block dated 1870 with eagle 
head over crossed lances over US and A on top flat just forward of hinge, side side of breech marked H, 
strong two click tumbler lock marked with spread eagle and shield holding, 4 arrows and olive branch 
and in 2 lines US / Springfield with lock plate tail dated 1864, wood stock shows moderate handling with 
large chip missing on right side at nose cap, stock held via 2 steel bands, the rear band is held via spring, 
the front band also holds the front steel sling loop while the front leg of the steel trigger guard holds the 
rear sling loop, leather sling, left side of butt marked 44 and a faint illegible stamp possibly 3 characters 
on left side between the two lock bolts, incorrect steel cleaning rod. Good condition. Antique

250

1356

Antique D Childs 
Double Barrel 
Percussion 
Shotgun

20 Ga.34" bbls, NSN. Barrels show black painted finish with a few scratches, poor bores, strong engraved 
back action locks hold on half and full cock, engraved trigger guard and forearm nose cap/rod guide, 
hooked breech barrels need wedge pin guide repaired as barrel is being held in place via zip tie, wood 
half stock shows average handling with plate repair on both sides of wrist with broken wood ramrod. Fair 
condition. Antique

80

1357

Antique Wm 
Moore & Co 
Double Barrel 
Percussion 
Shotgun

10 Ga. 29 3/4" bbls, NSN. Black/dark gray patina, fair bores, strong engraved locks hold on half and full 
cock with left lock being delayed to release, checkered wood stock shows average handling with cracks 
and chips along barrel channel and large chip repaired on right side above rear corner of lock, and a small 
1" crack at top edge of butt plate, wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique

80

1358

Antique W 
Richards Double 
Barrel 
Percussion 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, NSN. Gray/brown patina, fair bores, top rib marked London Fine Twist, strong engraved 
locks hold only intermittently and still show areas of case color, hooked breech barrels held via single 
wedge, checkered wood stock shows light handling, no ramrod. Good condition.

100

1359

Antique 
Percussion Half 
Stock 
Muzzleloader

.411 bore, 31" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina, fair bore, top barrel flat signed with script C D and several dots, 
strong lock hold on 1 position only, wood stock shows average handling with a small crack at bottom of 
lock and at butt plate, front edge of lock has a small section of wood replaced that follows the shape of 
the front of lock plate from top to bottom, brass trigger guard and wood ramrod, Good condition. 
Antique.

100

1360

French 1853/67 
Snider 
Conversion 
(Zulu) Single 
Shot Shotgun

12 Ga. 34" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina with heavy frost/pitting, poor bore, missing front bead sight, 
strong back action lock holds on half and full cock, breech block has good firing pin and spring, wood 
stock shows moderate handling with large chips missing from forearm at barrel band. Fair condition. 
Antique.

60

1361

Fantastic 
Maynard 
Second Model 
Military 
Percussion 
Carbine

.50, 20" octagon to round bbl, SN 23448. 95% blue finish shows areas of scattered freckling on barrel, 
very good bore. Receiver shows 98% dark case color finish with scattered freckling, left side of receiver 
marked in 4 lines EDWARD MAYNARD / PATENTEE / MAY 27. 1851 / DEC 6. 1859 and marked on right 
side in 3 lines MANUFACTURED BY / MASS ARMS CO / CHICOPEE FALLS, 3 leaf rear sight marked N on left 
side of base, left side flat marked S at breech, strong action holds on half and full cock, left side steel 
saddle ring and slide bar, steel serpentine trigger guard, rear of trigger tang dated 1865 and 23448, wood 
stock shows light handling with left side wrist showing 2 script cartouches. This sweet little carbine is 1 of 
slightly over 20,000 made in 1864 & 5 to arm Federal cavalry units. Excellent condition. Antique

500
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1362

Poultney & 
Trimble (Smith 
Carbine) 
Percussion 
Carbine WIth 
Rare Cartridge 
Casing

.50, 21 1/2" bbl, SN 768. 90% blue finish on barrel shows light frost texture, very good bore, receiver 
shows dark brown patina, octagon to round barrel with flip up rear sight, barrel marked LTR on left side 
breech flat, left side of receiver marked in 3 lines above front saddle bar leg MANUFACTURED BY / A M N 
MCH. WKS / SPRINGFIELD MASS, above left side screws in 3 lines ADDRESS / POULTNEY & TRIMBLE / 
BALTIMORE USA and under saddle bar in 2 lines SMITH'S PATENT / JUNE 23, 1857, matching numbers on 
bottom of receiver and barrel assembly in front of trigger guard, wood stock and forearm show light
/average handling with script cartouches on left side of wrist, forearm held via a single screw and steel 
barrel band with screw, left side steel saddle ring and slide bar. Comes with a rare brass and rubber 
cartridge casing. Very good condition. Antique.

500

1363 Springfield 1884 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 506365. Dark brown patina, very good bore, left side of breech marked VP over 
eagle head P and I on top of breech, buffington rear sight, breech block marked in 3 lines US / MODEL / 
1884, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked with spread eagle and shield holding 4 arrows 
and olive branch and in 2 lines US / SPRINGFIELD, cleaning rod bayonet has chip missing from point, 2 
steel barrel bands held via springs with the front band anchoring a stacking ring and sling loop, front leg 
of steel trigger guard holds rear sling loop, wood stock shows average handling with script cartouche on 
left side of wrist dated 1890 and C8 with circles P at rear of trigger guard tang and the name KEN made 
up of numerous dots/small holes approx 1/16" deep. Good condition. Antique.

300

1364

Unmarked 
Japanese Style 
Tanegashima 
Matchlock

.410 bore, 39 1/2" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina on tapered round barrel with bell muzzle, poor bore, barrel 
has gold (approx 10K) fill engraved dragon theme, brass dog lock style matchlock does not hold on cock 
(dog does not protrude far enough to catch hammer, swinging brass flash pan cover/safety, wood stock 
with brass inlays shows light average handling with left front corner of forearm having 1" chip, missing 
ramrod. Good condition. Antique

250

1365
Tower (Brown 
Bess) Flintlock 
Musket

.70 bore, 48 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/gray patina, fair bore, top of breech is lightly engraved with 15 
small gold? inlays, lock holds on half and full cock with lock plate marked with crown over GR (Georgius 
Rex) and Tower vertically on tail, Musket appears to have been reconverted back to flintlock from older 
percussion conversion with small flat area around touch hole and very little erosion, steel ramrod is too 
short and is stored in 2 brass pipes and a thimble, long tail brass trigger guard, club butt style wood stock 
shows average handling with a few small cracks at butt plate, at upper tang from lock bolt on left side 
around to top of wrist and along barrel channel, missing a chip at front edge of lock plate, older refinish. 
Good condition. Antique

300

1366
Antique Half 
Stock Percussion 
Rifle

.341 bore, 32 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, good bore, end of muzzle marked with 8 stars, strong 
lock holds on full cock only with engraved hammer and lock plate marked Great Western Gun Works ? 
Pittsburgh PA, set trigger, small brass patchbox, trigger guard, butt plate and thimble, modern wood 
ramrod with a single steel ramrod pipe with the second pipe missing from under lug, wood stock shows 
light/average handling with small crack at patchbox and minor chipping at pins on left side. Good 
condition. Antique

100

1367
Blaetterlein 
Percussion SxS 
Shotgun

15ga.? .67 bores 30 3/4" bbls, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bores, damascus twist with wide rib, gold 
divider rings at breech plug, engrave tang and locks with dragon/fish style hammers, both hammers hold 
on half and full cock with left nipple having slight mushrooming, brass furniture with most being 
engraved including a small belly cap box, highly figured wood stock with deep 4 line basket weave 
checkered wrist and a few small cracks at butt plate with original wood ramrod with worm held via 2 
steel pipes. Very good condition.

100

1368
Percussion 
Conversion Long 
Rifle

.415 bore. 36 3/4" bbls, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, breech is heavily eroded around drum, strong 
unmarked lightly engraved lock holds on half and full cock, wood stock shows moderate handling with 
chips around lock plate and barrel pins and a crack at rear of trigger guard tang, AR scratched into belly 
flat, carved cheek piece has small german silver oval onlay, brass thimble and rod pipes, domed weeping 
heart patchbox with push button release, 2 wood ramrods. Good condition. Antique

100

1369
Percussion 
Conversion Long 
Rifle

.412 bore, 38 3/8" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, strong lock does not hold on half or full cock, 
set trigger, engraved brass trigger guard, thimble and pipes, tiger stripe Maple wood stock shows 
average handling with wood section replaced at front of trigger guard, wood ramrod. Good condition. 
Antique

100
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Terms of Sale 

Corporate: Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. 215.393.3000. 
Doylestown: Alderfer Auction, 584 Swamp Road, Doylestown, PA 18901. 215.393.3000. 

 
23% Buyer’s Premium applied for Alderfer Auction bidding platform. Surcharge applies to third-party bidding platforms. 
 
By bidding at Alderfer Auction whether it be live, online, onsite, absentee or phone bid, you agree to be bound by Alderfer Auction’s 
Terms & Conditions stated here forth. Addendum statements made day of auction take precedence over previously printed 
materials. 
 
The validity and interpretation of any of the terms and provisions of this agreement or of the rights and duties of the parties under this 
agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and venue of all proceedings shall occur in 
Montgomery County, PA. 
 
10. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling 
firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations 
established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked by a competent gunsmith before firing 
to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee thereafter which is in addition 
to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms must be registered in 
compliance with Federal and State Law. Purchasers of Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and 
federal registration forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms 
License from a dealer that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on the 
day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who act 
as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet 
bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL dealers must email or fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to 
Alderfer Auction email at shipping@alderferauction.com. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots indicated in the 
description "(C&R)”. 
 
Curio and relic (C&R) firearms: The ATF has recognized only complete, assembled firearms as curios or relics. ATF’s classification of 
surplus military firearms as curios or relics has extended only to those firearms in their original military configuration. Frames or 
receivers of curios or relics are not generally recognized as curios or relics. 
 
Note: As Federal and State laws are changing rapidly, Alderfer Auction will follow the latest laws, rules and mandates occurring the day 
the firearm or transfer of firearm ownership occurs.   
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship 
or SELL any of these items that are prohibited in any State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each 
potential bidder to make sure they are allowed to own this legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make 
any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity 
magazines. These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to be 
or become familiar with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or anyone using a billing 
address in the state of California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia or anyone using a billing 
address for the District of Columbia. 

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone 
using a billing address in the state of Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address 
in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing 
address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or anyone using a billing address 
in the state of Maryland.  

mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
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Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in Massachusetts or anyone using a 
billing address in the state of Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or anyone using a billing 
address in the state of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in 
your state (including bb, pellet, black powder, and antique firearms). Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be purchased at 
Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or anyone using a billing 
address in the state of New York.  

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned magazine, no refunds will be 
offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to condition and shall not be 
responsible for any defects in any Lot. Any used firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper 
ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been 
inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in 
the listings. 

Firearm Shipping 
Please email all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com. 
Antique firearms, please submit Shipping Request at shipping@alderferauction.com.  
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled by us. Fees must be paid in advance 
and the shipping cost will be applied to your credit card on file. Shipping, handling and insurance fees will be applied to each item. To 
economize, we will pack multiple items of similar size and type together if possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is 
responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction and to the Importer/Exporter. Complete Third Party Release Form at: 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping  
 
Packing fees:  
 

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL 
Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction requirements as stated above to the 
Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the Importer/Exporter in shipping the firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please contact our shipping department at 
shipping@aderferauction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking number once your package is shipped. 
 
11. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you 
have questions, please call 215-393-3000.  

12. Estate Sale Auctions 
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions 
mentioned herein apply to these auctions along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up. 
 
Designated location and pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via 
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or call 215-393-3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be 
included in your invoice. 
 
NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 
 
Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid 
in advance by credit card. If you choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY 
ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 hours prior to the auction pick-up time. 

mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping
mailto:shipping@aderferauction.com
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
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If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be 
delivered to your home, call or email to make delivery arrangements: 
 
Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215-393-3000 office 
 
13. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale 
if there is doubt as to the authenticity, title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
14. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on 
behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not 
limited to, a reasonable amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written 
consent of Corporate: Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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